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The role of Src in neuronal membrane traffic

Dissertation by Audrey Foster-Barber

Advisor J. Michael Bishop, MD

Abstract

The tyrosine kinase Src is expressed at a high level in cell specialized for

secretion, such as neurons. Src is concentrated on subcellular membranes

involved in secretion, such as the synaptic vesicle. These observations

suggest a role for Src in neuronal membrane traffic. To investigate this

possibility, three lines of experimentation were undertaken. I first

defined the sequences of Src that are required for synaptic vesicle

localization. I then used this information to identify proteins that interact

with Src in the neuron, using the PC12 cell line and mouse brain tissue.

Finally, I analyzed some of the characteristics of src-/- mice.

Using immunofluorescence and biochemical purification of synaptic

vesicles, I have shown that the subcellular localization of Src family

members expressed in neurons is similar. All of the Src family members

expressed in neurons concentrate on the synaptic vesicle. By expressing

portions of Src as fusion proteins in PC12 cells, I determined that

conserved sequences within the amino-terminal half of Src (including the

SH3 and SH2 domains) are necessary for synaptic vesicle targeting.

Using bacterially expressed domains of Src in an overlay assay, I found

three proteins in the nerve terminal that interact with Src, dynamin and



synapsin Ia and Ib. These proline-rich proteins interact directly with the SH3

domain of Src, but not the SH3 domain of the neuronal splice variant of Src,

NSrc. Dynamin is a GTPase that is involved in synaptic vesicle recycling.

Synapsin Ia and Ib crosslink synaptic vesicles to actin as a reserve pool in the

neuron. Src, dynamin and the synapsins colocalize in the neurite by

immunofluorescence. Dynamin and the synapsins co-immunoprecipitate with

Src from PC12 cell extracts. The clathrin assembly complex AP-2 also

coprecipitates with Src.

Other Src family members present in the neuron fail to interact with dynamin

and the synapsins. There are no compensatory changes in the expression,

localization, or protein associations of the other Src family members in cells from
src-/- mice.

These observations suggest a unique role for Src in both the endocytic process

and cytoskeletal association of synaptic vesicles in the neuron.
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Chapter 1 The role of Src in membrane traffic

1.1 Introduction

The proto-oncogene src encodes a nonreceptor protein tyrosine kinase (Src).

The sequence of src was originally found, in a mutated form, in Rous sarcoma

virus. The Rous sarcoma virus encodes v-Src, an oncogene responsible for the

tumorigenicity of the virus (Pawson, 1997). Src is the proto-type, and the

name-sake, of the Src family of non-receptor protein tyrosine kinases which

now includes 9 members (Src, Fyn, Yes, Lyn, Lck, Blk, Hck, Yrk, and Fgr)

(Brown and Cooper, 1996; Courtneidge et al., 1993; Pawson, 1997). The

structure, enzymatic activity, and biological functions of v-Src and Src have

been extensively studied since the identification of Src as a proto-oncogene in

1976. However, the biological function of Src remains somewhat of a mystery.

In this chapter, I will briefly review what is known about the structure,

enzymatic activity, and regulation of Src, and then will concentrate on the

localization of Src to the membrane, and the potential role for Src in membrane
traffic.



1.2 Src structure and function

Src structure

The src gene encodes a protein of 533 amino acids with a molecular weight of

60kD, which has a structure typical of the Src family of proteins (Figure 1.1A).

The amino-terminus of the protein contains a sequence of 7 amino acids

required for myristic acid addition and membrane localization (SH4 domain)

(Kaplanet al., 1988; Resh, 1990). The next 70 amino acids are known as the

unique domain because the sequence is the most variable among the Src family

members (Brown and Cooper, 1996). Although poorly characterized, the

unique domain is thought to be involved in protein-protein interactions.

The amino terminal half of the protein also contains two protein domains, the

SH3 and SH2 domains, that are involved in negative regulation of the enzyme,

in cytoskeletal association, in substrate recognition, and in receipt of signals

from the external environment (Brown and Cooper, 1996; Koch et al., 1991;

Mayer and Baltimore, 1993). The SH3 domain is a protein module that

contains about 50 amino acids. It is found in a variety of proteins that interact
with membranes and cytoskeleton SH3 domains bind to proline-rich sequences

(Ren et al., 1993; Yu et al., 1992).

The SH2 domain is a protein module of about 100 amino acids that is found in

a variety of proteins involved in signal transduction. SH2 domains bind to

specific sequences containing a phosphorylated tyrosine (Cantley and

Songyang, 1994). Phosphotyrosine independent binding to the SH2 domain of
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other tyrosine kinases such as Abl and Lck has been reported, but this seems to

be a rare event (Joung et al., 1996). The binding pocket of the SH3 and SH2

domains, and other flanking sequences, are thought to help determine the

specificity of the interaction with poly-proline or phospho-tyrosine containing
sequences. Cantley et al. have determined ideal binding sequences for the SH3

and SH2 domains of Src (Cantley and Songyang, 1994) (Figure 1.1B). However,

the expression level and localization of proteins within the cell may also play a

role in binding efficiency.

The carboxy-terminal half of Src contains the catalytic domain (SH1)

responsible for transfering a phosphate to tyrosine on another protein or on Src

itself, and a small regulatory domain or "tail". The catalytic, or kinase, domain

is about 288 amino acids long. It contains the ATP binding and transfer site, an

autophosphorylation site, and other sequences that may be involved in protein

protein interactions (Xu et al., 1997). A consensus sequence for a substrate of

the kinase domain of Src has also been determined (Cantley and Songyang,

1994; Marengere et al., 1994) (Figure 1.1B). It is similar to the ideal sequence for

binding by the SH2 domain of Src. The small carboxy-terminal regulatory tail

contains a tyrosine that, when phosphorylated, allows for an intramolecular
interaction responsible for inactivating the kinase activity of Src, and blocking

the SH3 and SH2 domains from interacting with other cellular proteins.



210 80 139 260 517 533

YX^^{| Unique | SH3 | SH2 SH1/Kinase Regulatory

Myr SH4 sk
inSert

B

Consensus Sequences

SH3 XPXXPPPVP

SH2 YEEI

Kinase EEIYGEFF

Figure 1.1 Structure of Src and consensus binding
sites
A-Diagram of Src structure, with amino acid
numbers above. B- Amino acid sequences identified
as consensus binding sequences for the SH3, SH2,
and kinase domains of Src. Single letter amino acid
designation used. ‘P indicates a hydrophobic amino
acid, and X indicates any amino acid.
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Regulation of Src activity

As implied above, regulation of the kinase activity of Src is achieved by

modulating the structure of the protein. The closed, or inactive, conformation

of Src involves an intramolecular interaction between the phospho-tyrosine at

amino acid number 527 and the SH2 domain, as well as an interaction between

the SH3 domain and the linker region between the SH2 and kinase domains. A

protein that is phosphorylated on tyrosine 527 and is folded into a closed

conformation is catalytically inactive, and unable to bind to other proteins in
the cell via its SH3 and SH2 domains. Recent structural studies indicate that

the kinase domain is not sterically hindered in the closed conformation, but

instead undergoes a subtle conformational change in the active site that renders

it non-functional (Moarefi et al., 1997; Pawson, 1997; Sicheriet al., 1997; Xu et al.,

1997).

A variety of events are thought to mediate the transition from a closed to an

open conformation, thereby mediating the biological activity of Src (Table 1.1).

The Csk and Makt proteins are kinases that specifically phosphorylate the

carboxy-terminal tyrosine in the regulatory tail of Src and other family
members, resulting in a folded and inactive state (Courtneidge et al., 1993;

Superti-Furga et al., 1993). Many different things can induce an open, active

conformation of the Src protein. The oncogenic variant of Src (v-Src) is missing

this whole regulatory domain, and the protein is therefore always in an open

conformation (Pawson, 1997). This open conformation renders v-Src

constitutively kinase active.



Regulators of Src kinase activity Effect

Csk or Makt - phosphorylate Y527

v-Src-truncation of protein at Y517

phosphatase-dephosphorylation of Y527

binding to SH3 or SH2 "ligands"

change in SH2 or SH3 that interferes with
closed conformation-eg. N-Src

modifications that destabiliize closed conformation
eg. phosphorylation by Cdc2

dimerization- Lck

Table 1.1 Mechanisms of regulation of the
enzymatic activity of Src



A variety of events can result in the activation of Src. The regulatory tail may

become dephosphorylated by phosphatases. The phosphatases responsible for

this activity have not been identified, but a few candidates exist, including

CD45, RPTP-0, and Syp (Brown and Cooper, 1996; Cooper and Howell, 1993).

High affinity ligands for the SH3 or SH2 domains can compete with the

relatively low affinity binding sites within the molecule, and therefore allow for

unfolding. Many such ligands exist, including activated receptor tyrosine

kinases, the focal adhesion kinase (FAK), and cytoskeletal elements (Brown and

Cooper, 1996; Pawson, 1997). Mutations in the SH3 or SH2 domain that

destabilize the folded conformation can also result in an open conformation

and an active kinase. In neurons, a specific splice variant of Src (N-Src) has a

six amino acid insert in the SH3 domain which results in a higher specific

kinase activity (Brugge et al., 1987). Finally, any number of allosteric activators

can modify the protein and destabilize the closed conformation, such as the

cell-cycle regulatory protein Cdc2 which phosphorylates Src during mitosis

(Shalloway et al., 1992; Shenoy et al., 1992).

Membrane association of Src

Src is primarily a membrane-bound protein, which is associated with the

cytoplasmic face of the lipid bilayer. Membrane association is required for the

transforming activity of v-Src (McMahon et al., 1991; Resh, 1989), and may also

be necessary for the normal biological functions of Src. By understanding the

way in which Src associates with the membrane we might gain some insight

into its function. The mRNA for Src is translated on cytosolic ribosomes, and

the protein is then translocated to the membrane by a poorly understood
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mechanism. Src binding to membrane is specific and saturable, and is sensitive

to pretreatment of the membrane with heat or trypsin (McMahon et al., 1991;

Resh, 1990; Resh, 1989). These characteristics of membrane binding suggest

that a protein component in the membrane binds to Src.

The binding of Src to membrane is thought to require interactions with both the

lipid and protein components of the membrane. The first seven amino acids of

Src contain a consensus sequence for myristylation. This modification of Src is

required for membrane association (Gordon et al., 1991; Kaechet al., 1993;

Kaplanet al., 1988). It is thought that myristylation initiates membrane

association by interacting with lipid or protein components (Buser et al., 1994;

Buss et al., 1988; Resh, 1990). In addition, within the first seven amino acids of

Src are a number of lysines, basic amino acids which are thought to mediate

electrostatic interactions with membrane phospholipids (Silverman and Resh,

1992; Silverman et al., 1992). This charge-based interaction may also be

involved in initiating membrane association.

Src does not bind to all membranes in the cell indiscriminately. Instead, Src is

found on very specific subcellular membrane populations. J. Kaplanet al. have
identified sequences in Src that seem to be necessary for such specific

subcellular localization (Kaplanet al., 1990). Their work suggests that certain

sequences in Src may target the protein to specific subcellular membrane

populations, perhaps by interacting with proteins found on that membrane.

Further understanding of the the targeting sequences of Src might be useful for

analyzing Src binding proteins in specific membrane populations.



Review of the known roles of Src in the cell

Src seems to be a protein with pleiotropic function. Src and other Src family

members have been implicated in a variety of functions within dividing,

differentiating, and post-mitotic cells. An enormous literature exists on the role

of Src and other Src family members as signal transduction proteins (Brown

and Cooper, 1996). Signal transduction cascades downstream of a variety of

growth factor and cytokine receptors, including both receptor tyrosine kinases

and G-protein coupled receptors, involve activation of Src or its relatives. Src

has been implicated in the cellular response to ultraviolet irradiation and

oxidative stress. The interaction of Src and FAK, and the adhesion defect seen

in src-/-fibroblasts, suggest a role for Src in cell-substratum adhesion. Also,

there is literature implying a role for Src in cell-cell adhesion and cell-cell

communication. Analysis of specific phosphorylations of Src during mitosis

has lead to the discovery of a role for Src in RNA processing.

The above-mentioned roles for Src have been extensively studied and well

reviewed. The discussion below will be limited to another potential role for

Src, the regulation of membrane traffic within the cell. Below we will present
information on the expression pattern, subcellular localization, and binding

partners of Src, and will show how this information implies a role for Src in

membrane traffic. We will consider membrane traffic events as separable from

signal transduction or cell adhesion for the purposes of this discussion,

although this may not be the case within the cell.



Expression pattern of Src . ... *

Src is highly evolutionarily conserved. Src homologs have been found in a

variety of multicellular organisms, from the primitive sponge to the fish, frog,

fly, mouse, and human (Schartlet al., 1989). Within these organisms, Src has a

specific temporal and spatial pattern of expression (Sudol et al., 1988;

Toyoshima et al., 1989; Yang et al., 1989). The expression pattern of Src has been

studied most extensively in Drosophila melanogaster and in mouse, but seems

to be similar from sponge to human. During development Src is expressed at a

low level ubiquitously. Expression of Src increases during organogenesis. Src

is expressed most highly in proliferating smooth muscle and in the developing

nervous system. The timing and localization of Src expression during

development suggests a role for Src in differentiation. However, Src expression

persists into adulthood (Simon et al., 1985).

In the adult, Src is expressed at a low level ubiquitously. Src is expressed at a

high level in a limited number of adult cell types that are specialized for

regulated secretion, including neurons, endocrine cells, platelets, and cells of

the monocyte/macrophage lineage such as osteoclasts (Bolen et al., 1991;
Brugge et al., 1986; Ferrellet al., 1990; Golden et al., 1986; Soriano et al., 1991). In

neurons, an alternatively spliced form of Src (N-Src) is expressed in addition to

Src (Bjelfman et al., 1990; Black, 1992; Brugge et al., 1985; Cartwright et al., 1987;

Collett and Steele, 1992; Levy and Brugge, 1989; Levy et al., 1987; Martinez et al.,

1987; Pyper and Bolen, 1990; Pyper and Bolen, 1989; Raulfet al., 1989). No

other cell types make a specific splice variant of Src. The existence of a neuron

specific splice variant is further suggestive of a specialized role for Src in

10



neurons. The fact that the cell types in which Src is most highly expressed in

the adult are all post-mitotic, fully-differentiated, and specialized for regulated

secretion suggests a potential role for Src in regulating the membrane traffic

events that accompany regulated secretion.

Subcellular localization of Src

The subcellular localization of Src is also suggestive of a role in membrane

traffic. When cells are fixed and stained by immunofluorescence for Src, the

most striking feature is a strong perinuclear staining pattern. Little to no Src is

detected at the plasma membrane. K. Kaplanet al. have shown that the

majority of Src in the fibroblast is on the endosome (Kaplanet al., 1992). Only a

small percentage of the protein is ever at the plasma membrane. Src on the

endosome might be in storage, or in transit to the plasma membrane or other

subcellular membranes. It is also possible, though, that Src actually has a
function at the endosome.

The subcellular localization of Src in specialized cell types in which it is highly

expressed is also suggestive of a role in membrane traffic. In the neuron, Src is
enriched in the nerve terminal 9-fold and on the synaptic vesicle 40-fold (Cheng

and Sahyoun, 1990; Hanissian et al., 1992; Helmke and Pfenninger, 1995;

Linstedt et al., 1992; Maness et al., 1988). Src is also enriched on secretory

granules in neurons, and on chromaffin granules of neuroendocrine cells

(Grandori and Hanafusa, 1988). Src can be found on both the plasma

membrane and the dense granule of the platelet (Anand et al., 1993; Ferrell et al.,

1990). In the osteoclast, Src is concentrated at the site of release, but has not yet

11



been analyzed with sufficient detail to determine if it is on the vesicle involved

in the regulated secretion process (Hallet al., 1994; Horne et al., 1992; Soriano et

al., 1991).

In a variety of cell types, Src can become associated with the cytoskeleton in a

triton-insoluble fraction. Although some of this cytoskeletal association

involves focal adhesions, Src may is associated with the cytoskeleton in other

contexts as well (Brown and Cooper, 1996; Feder, 1993; Felice et al., 1990). The

consequence of the cytoskeletal association of Src is not fully understood. Src is

thought to play a role in cell-substratum adhesion through its interaction with

FAK in the focal adhesion. It is possible that the cytoskeletal association of Src

allows it to modulate membrane traffic events. Actin and tubulin are integral

to the localization and movement of membranes within the cell. Regulation of

the structure of stability of these cytoskeletal elements by Src could result in

changes in membrane localization or structure.

Src substrates or interacting proteins . . . . . . . . . . I -

The list of proteins that have been shown to bind to Src or portions of Src, to be
tyrosine-phosphorylated by Src or v-Src, or to be tyrosine-phosphorylated in a

v-Src-transformed cell includes a wide variety of proteins (Brown and Cooper,

1996). Most of the proteins on this list are related to the roles of Src in signal
transduction and cell-substratum or cell-cell adhesion. A small number of

these proteins, however, are consistent with the potential role of Src in

membrane traffic (see Table 1.2). Synaptophysin and p38 are two different

proteins that are highly expressed in neurons, enriched in the nerve terminal or

12



synaptic vesicle, and are substrates of Src. The p38 protein coprecipitates with

Src from neurons, and is tyrosine phosphorylated (Grandori and Hanafusa,

1988). It has not yet been identified. Synaptophysin is a synaptic vesicle

protein that can be tyrosine phosphorylated by Src in vivo (Barnekºw = <-

1990). Dynamin is a GTPase that is required for the final fission event ºf

receptor-mediated endocytosis and synaptic vesicle recycling (Damke 1Se:

Damke et al., 1995). It has been shown to bind to bacterially-expressed Sre

family SH3 domains (Gout et al., 1993), and to be tyrosine phosphorylated by

Lyn in mast cells (Pullar et al., 1996). Clathrin is the structural protein that

forms the lattice of a coated pit, and is required for receptor-mediated

endocytosis and other membrane traffic events (McClure and Robinson. 1996).

It is highly tyrosine phosphorylated in v-Src-transformed cells (Brown and

Cooper, 1996). It has also been found to be tyrosine phosphorylated at a low

level in non-transformed cells, although the kinase responsible for this

modification has not been identified (personal communication-A. Wilde). Src

has been found to be associated with actin in a variety of cell types by detergent

solubility assay or chemical cross-linking reagents (Brown and Cooper, 1996;
Feder, 1993; Felice et al., 1990). Src is also associated with tubulin in some cell

types. Tubulin coprecipitates with Src from osteoclasts, and can be tyrosine
phosphorylated by Src in neurons (Abu-Amer et al., 1997; Cox and Maness,

1993).
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Protein Localization/Function Association

p38 chromaffingranules CO-IP

Synaptophysin Synaptic vesicles
-

dynamin receptor-mediated endo bindSH3
cytosis, synaptic vesicle
recycyling

clathrin forms lattice of
-

Coated pits and vesicles

actin cytoskeletalelement cross-linked

tubulin cytoskeletalelement CO-IP

Substrate?

Yes

Yes

?/Lynsubstrate

in V-Src cells

Yes

Table 1.2 Src substrates or interacting proteins that
suggest a role for Src in membrane traffic
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Functional data implying a role for Src in membrane traffic

There is functional evidence that Src plays a role in membrane traffic in a

number of contexts, but the role is often difficult to separate conceptually from

a role in signal transduction or cell adhesion. Below, I will mention some

evidence that suggests the role of Src in membrane traffic may be real and

separable from its role in signal transduction.

Mice that are homozygous null for the src gene have osteopetrosis, a defect in

bone remodelling that is due to an abnormality in osteoclasts (Soriano et al.,
1991). The osteoclasts in src-/- mice are normal or increased in number, but

have a cell autonomous defect that results in the inability to remodel bone.

The defect in src-/- osteoclasts may be in a late stage of differentiation, in

adhesion to bone matrix, or in secretion of vesicles containing bone-resorbing

enzymes. The osteopetrotic phenotype of src-/- mice can be rescued by . .

transgenic expression of Src from a myeloid-specific promoter element

(Schwartzberg, 1997). A mutant Src, in which a single point mutation atamino

acid 295 renders the kinase inactive (kinase dead Src), is also able to rescue the

src-/-phenotype. This result was somewhat surprising because the same
kinase dead Src is nonfunctional in a variety of well-known signal transduction

cascades, and actually acts as a dominant negative by inhibiting other

endogenous Src family members from interacting with the activated receptor.

The recovery of the biological activity of Src in osteoclasts with a Src protein

that is not kinase active is difficult to explain. It certainly suggests that Src in

osteoclasts does not function solely in a typical signal transducer capacity, but
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may be involved in more complex cellular events, such as adhesion or
secretion.

In pancreatic acinar cells, stimulation for secretion of enzymes results in the

tyrosine phosphorylation of three major proteins, one of which is Src. In

platelets, Src is also one of four major phosphotyrosine-containing proteins

induced upon stimulation for secretion. In platelets, tyrosine kinase inhibitors

that block the activity of Src increase the secretory activity of the cell (Ahnert

and Wiedenmann, 1992; Tsunoda et al., 1996). In the case of the platelet, Src

seems to be acting as a negative regulatory protein for secretory events. Such

an activity does not fit with the classic role of Src as a transducer of signals

from the plasma membrane, and instead suggests that Src may play a direct

role in the membrane traffic events that accompany secretion.

In fibroblasts, overexpression of Src leads to an increase in the internalization

and down-regulation of ligand-bound epidermal growth factor receptor

(personal communication-S. Parsons). Again, this is counter to a positive role

of Src in signal transduction, and suggestive of a role in membrane traffic.

The potential role of Src in membrane traffic in neurons has been studied in

more detail. Src has been shown to be a major tyrosine kinase in the synaptic

vesicle, and to account for more than 70% of the tyrosine kinase activity in this

membrane population (Cheng and Sahyoun, 1990; Greengard et al., 1993). In

bovine adrenal chromaffin cells, overexpression of Src enhances acetylcholine

receptor-dependent catecholamine release (Artalejo et al., 1995; Catling et al.,

1994; Ely et al., 1994). The enhancing activity requires an intact and wild-type
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SH3 and SH2 domain of Src. A kinase dead Src is also able to stimulate an

increase in secretory activity in bovine adrenal chromaffin cells. This result is

similar to what is seen in osteoclasts, and is again suggestive of a role for Src

that is distinct from its activity as a transducer of signals from plasma

membrane receptors.

When the chromaffin cell is stimulated to secrete its vesicles, the activity of

endogenous Src decreases, as was seen in platelets (Cox et al., 1996). These

observations are again counter to a role of Src in signal transduction, and

suggestive of a negative regulatory role in secretion events.

1.3 Specific Aims

Some of the evidence described above suggests that pp60src may play a role in

membrane traffic. However, much of this evidence is merely circumstantial or

suggestive, or has not been fully explored. In an effort to attain more concrete

evidence of such a role for Src in the cell we have performed an analysis of the

membrane association of Src and a search for proteins that interact with Src in

the neuron. We chose to study the neuron for a number of reasons. The nerve
terminal and synaptic vesicle are easily purified to homogeneity and have been

extensively studied. Many of the proteins involved in synaptic vesicle secretion

are well characterized. Reagents, including specific antibodies, are available for
many nerve terminal and synaptic vesicle proteins. All of the above make the

neuron a good model system. The expression of two forms of Src in the neuron

(Src and N-Src) suggests that Src may play a particularly important role in this
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cell type. Finally, it is possible to do functional studies of synaptic vesicle.

release, although such studies are beyond the scope of my thesis project. ..

In undertaking this project, our goal was to first characterize the localization of

Src and other Src family members in the nerve terminal, in particular to

compare the subcellular localization of the proteins. We hoped to use this

information to define a domain or domains of Src that are required for nerve

terminal and synaptic vesicle localization. We then used the information

attained from the above studies to address the more interesting question of

what proteins in the nerve terminal or synaptic vesicle can bind to Src. We

used portions of Src as affinity reagents to search for proteins in the nerve

terminal or synaptic vesicle that bound to Src and then characterized these

associations in vivo. By identifying and characterizing Src-associated proteins

in the neuron we hoped to gained a better understanding of the role that Src

may play in neuronal membrane traffic.

The work is described in detail in the following chapters:

Chapter 2- A comparison of the localization of Src family members in neuronal

cells
-

Chapter 3-Mapping domains of Src required for subcellular localization in the
IneurOn

Chapter 4- Src binding proteins in the neuron

Chapter 5- An analysis of src-/- mice
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Chapter 2A comparison of the localization of Src family members in
neuronal cells

2.1 Introduction

As detailed in Chapter 1, Src is expressed at a high level in neurons of the

central and peripheral nervous system. In these cells Src is enriched in the

synaptosome and on the synaptic vesicle Other Src family members have also

been shown to be expressed in the brain, including Fyn, Yes, and Lyn. The

expression patterns of the Src family members in the brain are very similar. In

some cell types of the brain, multiple Src family members have been shown to

be expressed (Fults et al., 1985; Hannig et al., 1991; Helmke and Pfenninger,

1995; Meyerson and Pahlman, 1993). However, the subcellular localization of

the other Src family members expressed in the brain has not been as well

studied as that of Src. In this chapter we analyzed the profile of

phosphorylated proteins found in synaptosome (or nerve terminal) and

synaptic vesicle preparations from mouse brain to assess the abundance and

activity of Src family members within these fractions. We then performed a

more detailed analysis of the subcellular localization of the Src family members
in PC12 cells.
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2.2 Results ...

Kinase activity in the synaptosome and synaptic vesicle fractions of mouse
brain

Greengard et al. have previously shown that there are a number of tyrosine

phosphorylated proteins in a synaptic vesicle fraction from rat brain. The

predominant proteins identified had molecular weights of 105,94,38, and 30kD

(Pang et al., 1988). We performed kinase assays on mouse brain synaptosomes

or synaptic vesicles to determine the profile of phosphorylated proteins in our

preparations. We found that in addition to the proteins previously identified

by Greengard et al., there were predominant bands in the range of 53-62 kD.

This is the size range in which Src family members are found (Figure 2.1). This

result is consistent with the fact that Src is enriched in the synaptosome and

synaptic vesicle fraction. The presence of multiple bands in this size range

suggests that other Src family members may also be present in these subcellular
fractions.

In order to determine which of the proteins seen in the synaptic vesicle kinase
assay were tyrosine phosphorylated, we prepared synaptic vesicle as before,

with or without additional ATP, and Western blotted with a phosphotyrosine

specific antibody. The proteins in the range of 53–62 kDs were the predominant

tyrosine phosphorylated proteins in the preparation (Figure 2.2). We detected

the presence of Src, Fyn, Lyn, and Yes in the synaptic vesicle fraction, as will be

detailed later in this chapter. Upon addition of ATP to these synaptic vesicle

preparations, the level of phosphotyrosine went up dramatically, suggesting
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Figure 2.1 Whole synaptosome and whole synaptic
vesicle kinase assays

Synaptosome and synaptic vesicle preparations from mouse brain
were suspended in tyrosine kinase assay buffer with 32P-ATP and
incubated at room temperature.The samples were then lysed, separated
by SDS-PAGE and detected by autoradiograph. Syn= synaptosomes,
SV= synaptic vesicles. Molecular weights are indicated in kilodaltons
in this and all subsequent figures.
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Figure 2.2 Whole synaptic vesicle kinase assays,
blotted with an anti-phosphotyrosine antibody

Synaptic vesicles were treated as in Figure 2.1, but in the presence
or absence of non-labeled ATP. 10 or 45 ul of the reaction mix was
Western blotted with the 4G10 antibody.
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that the proteins in this size range are active kinases, and probably represent

multiple Src family members.

Immunofluorescent staining pattern of Src family members in PC12 cells

We found that PC12 cells express a number of Src family members at levels

detectable by Western blot, including Src, Fyn, Yes, and Lyn (not shown). In

order to get a general idea of the subcellular distribution of the Src family

members, we stained differentiated PC12 cells with antibodies to Src, Fyn, and

a number of marker proteins by immunofluorescence (Figure 2.3).

Panel C shows the typical staining pattern for a synaptic vesicle protein,

synaptophysin. The cell body stains in an asymmetric perinuclear pattern that

probably includes endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi. The processes of the

differentiated PC12 cell are intensely stained by the antibody to synaptophysin

in spots along the neurite and in brighter areas at the end of the growth cone.

This neurite and growth cone staining presumably represents the localization

of synaptic vesicles.

Panels D and E are shown at a lower power, and represent the staining pattern

for the transferrin receptor and pyruvate kinase respectively. The transferrin

receptor is involved in iron metabolism by the cell and is predominantly found

in the endosome population. The transferrin receptor is not found on the

synaptic vesicle. The staining for the transferrin receptor (Panel D) is

predominantly in the cell body in an asymmetric perinuclear pattern. The

neurites, while visible in phase contrast, are not recognized by the transferrin
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Figure 2.3 Legend and figure continued on next page.
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Figure 2.3 Immunoflourescent staining of PC12 cells with
antibodies to Src family members and other marker antibodies
PC12 cells were differentiated and prepared for immunofluorescent staining with
antibodies to Src Family members (A, B), to a synaptic vesicle marker (C), to an
endosome marker (D), and to a cytoplasmic protein (E). A-Src, B-Fyn,
C-Synaptophysin, D-transferrin receptor, and E-pyruvate kinase.
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receptor antibody. Pyruvate kinase is an enzyme of the glycolytic pathway,

and is a purely cytoplasmic protein. The antibody for pyruvate kinase stained

the cell body in a diffuse pattern that excluded the nucleus, and failed to stain

the neurite (Panel E).

The staining patterns of Src and Fyn are shown in Panels A and B respectively.

We were unable to obtain antibodies for Yes or Lyn that worked in

immunofluorescence. The staining patterns of both Src and Fyn include an

asymmetric perinuclear pattern and a diffuse punctate staining throughout the

cell body. K. Kaplanet al. have shown that the distribution of Src in fibroblasts

is very similar to what is seen in the cell body of PC12 cells stained for Src. The

membrane that stains predominantly for Src in the fibroblast has been

identified as the endosome (Kaplanet al., 1992). The endosome staining pattern

in neurons is represented by the transferrin receptor in Panel D. The staining

pattern of Src and Fyn in the cell body of PC12 cells differs from that of the

transferrin receptor. The perinuclear staining is similar, but there is an

additional punctate staining throughout the cell body when antibodies to the

Src family members are used. This may represent association of Src with

another membrane population, or with the cytoskeleton. Antibodies to the Src
family members also stain the neurites. The neurites in panels A and B are

stained intensely, with spots along the length of the neurite, and staining of
greater intensity at the growth cone or varicosities. Our results indicate that the

Src family members analyzed have very similar subcellular distributions, and

that the pattern has characteristics of both an endosome and a synaptic vesicle
protein.
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Subcellular fractionation of PC12 cells

Lindstedt et al. have previously shown that Src in PC12 cells is enriched on the

synaptic vesicle (Linstedt et al., 1992). We hoped to expand on their

observation by assessing the subcellular localization of other Src family

members in PC12 cells. In order to do this, we used a differential

centrifugation protocol to fractionate PC12 cell extracts. Using this procedure,
Lindstedt et al. were able to show that Src was enriched almost 40-fold in a

small vesicle fraction of PC12 cells. We repeated the fractionation procedure to

compare the enrichment of other endogenously expressed Src family members

in the small vesicle fraction to that of Src. We also analyzed the behavior of an

exogenously expressed Src family member, p59Hok, in the fractionation

protocol.

Equal numbers of PC12 cells were prepared and fractionated into large

membrane (P2), small membrane or synaptic vesicle (P3), and cytoplasmic (S3)

fraction. The fractions were analyzed by Western blot with antibodies to a

number of Src family members (Figure 2.4). An antibody to synaptophysin was

used to show enrichment of a synaptic vesicle marker in the P3 fraction. An
antibody to pyruvate kinase shows that we had some contamination of the P2

and P3 fractions with cytoplasm. Only 1/10th of the total cytoplasmic fraction

was loaded in the S3 lane, so this underestimates the enrichment of pyruvate

kinase in the cytoplasmic fraction. The pattern seen here for Src is the same as

that seen by Lindstedt et al. Src is detected in the P2 and P3 fraction, with a

small amount in the S3 fraction as well. The other Src family members

analyzed seem to have similar distributions. They are all detectable in the P3
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Figure 2.4 Src family member localization in

PC12 cell fractions
Equal numbers of PC12 cells were prepared and fractionated
into large membrane (P2), small membrane (P3) and cytosolic (S3)
fractions. The whole membrane fraction and a portionof the cytosolic
fraction was Western blotted with antibodies to a number of Src family
members and with antibodies to a synaptic vesicle protein (SY38)
and a cytosolic protein (PK) as indicated.
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fraction. These data are consistent with the enrichment of all of the Src family

members on the synaptic vesicle, but do not allow quantification of the fold

enrichment of the proteins.

In order to obtain more definitive data regarding the distribution of the other

Src family members, we modified a protocol used by Lindstedt et al. to

quantify the signal on the Western blots of the differential centrifugation

experiments. We fractionated the cells as before, and determined the amount

of protein in each fraction. We then prepared an equal amount of protein from

the total lysate and the P3 fraction for Western blotting with the same

antibodies used above. Instead of using a chemiluminescent probe to detect the

primary antibody on Western blot, we used and 1231-conjugated secondary
antibody. The Western blot signal was then quantified using a

phosphorimager. The ratio of signal in the total lysate and the P3 lanes was

then compared to the amount of total cellular protein represented by the P3

fraction to calculate the relative enrichment of the protein in the synaptic

vesicle fraction (See sample calculation in Figure 2.5). A graph of the average

values obtained from 2 or 3 experiments is shown in Figure 2.5. The transferrin

receptor was used as a control for contamination with large membranes, and
synaptophysin was used as a measure of enrichment of synaptic vesicle

proteins in the P3 fraction. All of the Src family members tested were enriched

in the P3 fraction to approximately the same extent as was Src. Both

endogenously expressed Src family members and the exogenously expressed

Src family member p59Hck behaved similarly. The same results were obtained
in undifferentiated and differentiated PC12 cells.
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Figure 2.5 Enrichment of the Src family members in the P3 fraction of
PC12 cells
PC12 cells were fractionated by differential centrifugation. Equal amounts of total cell
lysate and P3 fraction were Western blotted with antibodies listed above and an *I-
conjugated secondary antibody. The amount of protein in each blot was quantified by
phosphorimager and used to calculate fold-enrichment in the synaptic vesicle fraction as
described above. TfR-transferrin receptor, SY38-synaptophysin, Src259-src259PK fusion
protein.
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In order to determine if the above results were relevant in primary tissue, we

performed similar fractionation procedures with mouse brain extracts (Figure

2.6). Synaptosomes were prepared, fractionated, and Western blotted as

previously desribed. Src, Fyn, Yes, and Lyn were all present in the

synaptosome, and were all enriched in the synaptic vesicle fraction. The actual

value obtained for relative enrichment in the brain preparations was lower than

that in PC12 cells. This may be due to the fact that we started this fractionation

procedure with purified synaptosomes rather than total cell lysate. The

difference in values may also be attributed to differences between a cell line

and primary tissue. Nevertheless, all of the Src family members analyzed had
similar values for fold-enrichment.

2.3 Discussion

The results detailed above demonstrate that the Src family members analyzed

have a very similar subcellular distribution in the PC12 cell line and in primary

tissue from mouse brain. This suggests that sequences common to the Src

family may be responsible for specifying subcellular localization. The

sequences required for specific subcellular localization with be discussed in
Chapter 3.

Mice that are homozygous null for the various Src family members have been

generated. The details of the Src family member "knock-outs" will be discussed

in Chapter 5. In general the neuronal defects seen in the mice homozygous null

for one, or even for multiple Src family members have been quite minor. The

possibility of redundancy in the function of the Src family members, or of the
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Figure 2.6 Enrichment of the Src family members in the P3 fraction of
mouse synaptosomes
Mouse synaptosomes were fractionated by differential centrifugation. Equal amounts of
whole synaptosomes and P3 fractions were run on a gel and blotted with the above
antibodies and an *i-conjugated secondary antibody. The amount of protein in each blot
was quantitated by phosphorimager and used to calculate fold-enrichment of the proteins
in the P3 fraction.
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ability of one of the Src family members to compensate for the loss of another,

has been proposed to explain the lack of phenotypical changes in the Src family
member "knock-out" mice. The similarities in subcellular localization of the Src

family members shown here is certainly consistent with such an explanation.
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Chapter 3 Mapping domains of Src required for subcellular localization in
the neuron

3.1 Introduction

Membrane binding by Src requires amino-terminal myristylation, and is

probably mediated by interactions of Src with the lipid and protein components

of the membrane (Resh, 1990; Resh, 1989). Work done by J. Kaplanet al

suggests that different regions of the Src protein are capable of mediating

membrane attachment and determining specific subcellular localization

(Kaplanet al., 1990). This was determined by expressing fusion proteins

containing portions of the B77 strain of v-Src in COS cells, and analyzing the

subcellular localization of the fusion proteins by immunofluorescence and cell

fractionation. The subcellular pattern of expression of v-Src in COS cells, as

determined by immunofluorescence, includes plasma membrane staining,

perinuclear staining, and punctate or granular staining throughout the cell. J.

Kaplan et al. found that the amino-terminal half of v-Src expressed as a fusion

protein is capable of mediating a wild-type pattern of subcellular localization

in COS cells. The catalytic domain and regulatory tail of v-Src are not required

for membrane localization.

By generating truncations and deletions of the v-Src protein, and expressing

these as fusion proteins in COS cells, J. Kaplan et al. were able to further dissect

the domains required for specific subcellular localization. They found that

three domains of v-Src, in conjuction with myristylation, were sufficient to

mediate apparently wild-type membrane attachment and subcellular
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Figure 3.1 Membrane attachment domains of Src
A-Structure of Src, B-Regions of Src that mediate membrane
attachment in COS cells. G= granular, PM= plasma membrane, PN= perinuclear
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localization (Figure 3.1B). The amino-terminal 111 amino acids of v-Src are

capable of mediating normal subcellullar localization. This portion of the

protein contains two domains. The first domain, amino acids 1-14, is capable of

mediating localization to a punctate cytoplasmic component that J. Kaplanet al.

called "cytoplasmic granules." The second domain, amino acids 38-111, are

required for the plasma membrane and perinuclear staining patterns. In

addition, a third domain that is required for perinuclear localization, amino

acids 204-259, was found.

In this chapter, we describe our attempts to use an experimental procedure

similar to the one used by J. Kaplanet al. to determine the sequences of Src that

are required for normal subcellular localization in neurons.

3.2 Results

Expression of SrcPK fusion proteins in PC12 cells

In order to determine the sequences of Src that are required for membrane

attachment and subcellular localization in neurons, we expressed fusion
proteins similar to the ones used by J. Kaplanet al. in PC12 cells. Portions of

the Src were fused to a heterologous protein that is normally cytosolic,

pyruvate kinase (PK). PC12 cells were infected with a virus containing empty

vector or one of four SrcPK fusion constructs and an antibiotic resistance gene

(Fusion constructs described in Figure 3.2). Pools and individual clones of
infected cells were selected in antibiotic.
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In order to screen for the presence and localization of the SrcPK proteins,

antiserum to PK was generated in rabbits. The antiserum was purified against

lysate of uninfected PC12 cells in order to decrease non-specific binding to rat

proteins. The purified PK antiserum was tested on a variety of cell lines, and

was found to recognize the endogenous PK protein from quail, chicken, mouse,

rat, and human (Figure 3.3). The antiserum was used to detect expression of

the SrcPK proteins in pools of selected PC12 cells. The PK antiserum

recognized the endogenous PK in PC12 cells as well as the fusion constructs.

We found that the two smaller fusion proteins, Src/PK and Src.14PK, were

consistently expressed at a higher level than the two larger proteins, Src259PK

and Src259(14-203)PK (Figure 34). The expression of Src259PK and Src259(14

203)PK was lost in the pools of cells over time, even when they were kept under

selective pressure. When we tested individual cell clones we found that the

expression level in each of the Src■ /PK and Src.14PK clones was higher than the

expression level in the Src259PK clones. All of the fusion proteins were

expressed by the same promoter, so the differences in expression level may

reflect differences in protein stability. It is also possible that the differences in

expression level reflect some negative selective pressure on the cells expressing
the larger SrcPK constructs. For example, the Src259PK protein might act as a

dominant negative for some of the biological functions of the endogenous Src

protein by binding to partners of Src but failing to phosphorylate them.
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Figure 3.3 Western blot of the purified anti-pyruvate kinase
antiserum on different cell types
The antiserum recognizes the PK protein from a variety of species, including
chicken(CEF), quail(QT6), mouse (3T3), rat (Rat1, PC12), and human (143B, HeLa,

Saos-2, IM9). PK from yeast is not recognized.
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Figure 3.4 Expression of SrcPK fusion proteins in PC12 cells
SrcPK fusions and endogenous PK protein were detected in lysates of PC12
cell pools by Western blotting with the PK antiserum. A blot for Src is
used to indicate that the total protein in each sample was equal. Hatch marks
indicate the fusion proteins. Src.14PK comigrates with the endogenous PK.
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Immunofluorescent staining patterns of the SrcPK constructs

The variability of expression of the SrcPK fusions and the instability of

expression of the larger fusion proteins limited our ability to perform a detailed

analysis of the subcellular localization of the proteins. To get a general idea of

the membrane binding characteristics and the subcellular localization of the

SrcPK fusion proteins in PC12 cells, we performed immunofluorescent staining

on the pools of cells expressing the fusion construct soon after they were

selected for antibiotic resistance. Pools of PC12 cells expressing Src/PK,

Src.14PK, Src 259(14-203)PK, Src259PK or vector alone were differentiated and

grown on coated coverslips. The coverslip were processed for

immunofluorescent staining with the PKantiserum (Figure 3.5).

Cells expressing vector alone were stained weakly with the PKantibody, which

recognizes endogenous PK. The pattern of staining was diffusely cytoplasmic.

The fluorescent signal of the vector alone cells was considerably lower than that

seen in the cells expressing the SrcPK fusion proteins (not shown).

The SrcTPK fusion protein was expressed at a high level in most of the cell of
the selected pool (Panel A). The staining for Src■ /PK filled the whole cell body

and partially filled the neurites. By varying the focal plane, we determined

that the staining pattern filled the whole cell except for the nucleus, and is

consistent with Src/PK being a purely cytoplasmic protein. J. Kaplanet al.

showed that the Src.7PK protein was not myristylated, and did not bind to
membrane. The behavior of Src7PK in PC12 cells is consistent with the

behavior of the similar protein in COS cells.
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Like Src/PK, Src.14PK was expressed in the majority of the cells in the selected

pool. The staining pattern of Src.14PK in PC12 cells differed from that of

Src/PK (Panel B). Src.14PK also filled the cell body, but at the celledges it was

apparent that the staining pattern of Src.14PK was punctate rather than diffuse.

Neurites were not stained in most cells expressing Src.14PK. Our
imunofluorescence data for Src14PK are consistent with the data in COS cells.

J. Kaplanet al. showed that Src.14PK was myristylated and that it could be

found in a diffuse, punctate staining pattern throughout the cell by

immunofluorescence. They called these spots "cytoplasmic granules" and

thought that they represented binding to a membrane population. This

membrane population has not been defined. The punctate staining pattern is

not similar to the staining patterns seen for markers of endosomes, synaptic

vesicles, Golgi, or endoplannic reticulum. The punctate staining pattern may

represent cytoskeletal association.

As seen in Panel C, PC12 cells expressing Src259(14–203)PKshowed both a

punctate staining and a perinuclear staining in the cell body. Neurites were not

intensely stained. The similar v-Src fusion protein expressed in COS cells also
has a granular and a perinuclear pattern, allowing J. Kaplanet al. to define

amino acids 204-259 as a perinuclear targeting sequence. Because the neurites

were not stained in PC12 cells, we can preliminarily conclude that Src259(14

203)PK did not bind efficiently to synaptic vesicles, despite the fact that it could
bind to another membrane population. This result suggests that the portions of
Src deleted in this fusion construct might be necessary for synaptic vesicle
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Figure 3.5 Immunofluorescent staining of PC12 cells expressing
SrcPK fusion proteins
Pools of cells expressing A-Src■ /PK, B-Src.14PK, C-Src.259(14-203)PK, and D-Src259PK
were differentiated and prepared for immunofluorescent staining with the PK antiserum.
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targeting (See Figure 3.1A and B for a comparison of Src structure and

targeting domains.)

Only a fraction of the cells in the Src259PK pool expressed the fusion construct.

The subcellular localization of Src259PK was very different from that of the

smaller fusion proteins (Panel D). Cells expressing Src259PKhad a strong

perinuclear staining pattern, a punctate pattern throughout the cell body, and a

punctate staining of the neurites. The neurite staining was particularly strong
at the growth cone. This pattern is the same as the pattern for endogenous Src

or for a synaptic vesicle protein. Using biochemical fractionation of PC12 cells,

we showed that Src259PK was enriched on the synaptic vesicle to the same

extent as full-length Src (Shown in Chapter 2, Figure 2.5). Taken together, these

results suggests that the amino-terminal half of the protein contains all of the

information required for normal subcellular localization, including localization

to and enrichment on synaptic vesicles. Our results with Src259PK in PC12

cells are consistent with those of J. Kaplanet al. in COS cells.

The immunofluorescent staining pattern for Src in PC12 cells and COS cells is

quite similar. However, J. Kaplanet al. saw plasma membrane staining for v
Src in COS cells, which we did not see for Src259PK or endogenous Src in PC12

cells. The difference in plasma membrane localization may be due to the fact

that the analysis was done in different cell types, or the fact that different

proteins were used to make the fusion constructs. In addition to being

truncated at the carboxy terminus, v-Src has point mutations throughout its

sequence that might result in abberant subcellular localization (Kaplanet al.,
1990).



3.3 Discussion

The experiments described here were initiated in an attempt to map the
domains of the Src protein that are required for subcellular localization in the

PC12 cell. We were particularly interested in looking for domains that would

mediate synaptic vesicle binding. We abandoned these experiments because of
technical difficulties. The expression of the SrcPK fusions proteins in PC12

cells was problematic. The level of expression of the larger proteins Src259PK
and Src259(14–203)PK was low and was often lost over time. Hirai et al. made

a variety of deletions and point mutations in Src, and characterized the half

lives, kinase activities, and transforming abilities of the resulting proteins.

Deletions encompassing parts of the SH3 and SH2 domains, which might have

been the most informative to us, resulted in proteins that were unstable, and

were expressed at a low level (Hirai and Varmus, 1990). This led us to believe

that we would have difficulty expressing appropriate deletion constructs in

PC12 cells. From our initial attempts at subcellular fractionation of PC12 cells,

we knew that the SrcPK fusion proteins would have to be expressed at a fairly

high level in order to be detectable in the synaptic vesicle fraction.

The immunofluorescent staining we were able to do on our pools of infected
cells confirmed the conclusions made by J. Kaplanet al. and extended them to
apply to Src in neurons. The amino-terminal half of Src contains all of the

information necessary to mediate subcellular localization of the protein in PC12
cells. The localization of Src259(14–203)PK hinted that information found in

amino acids 14 to 203 might be necessary for synaptic vesicle localization. We
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were unable to characterize the targeting sequences within Src further. Instead,

we decided to direct our efforts toward finding out what proteins Src interacts

with in the neuron. This work will be described in the next chapter.



Chapter 4 Src binding proteins in the neuron

4.1 Introduction

Src is the archetype for a family of non-receptor protein tyrosine kinases that is

known to have nine members. The proteins of this family have a similar

structure, with an amino-terminal variable or Unique region, two modules

involved in protein-protein interaction (SH3 and SH2), a catalytic domain, and

a small carboxy-terminal regulatory domain (Brown and Cooper, 1996).

Although src was the first proto-oncogene to be discovered (Pawson, 1997), its

normal cellular function is still not fully understood. Clues to the function may

be gleaned from the subcellular distribution of Src.

The Src family members are translated on cytosolic ribosomes, but become

associated with the cytoplasmic face of the membrane (Resh, 1990; Resh, 1989).

The membrane association of Src involves interactions with both lipid and

protein components of the bilayer. Membrane association requires an amino

terminal modification, myristylation, that seems to be involved in initiating

membrane interactions (Silverman et al., 1992). Basic residues in the amino
terminal six amino acids also mediate electrostatic interactions with the lipid

bilayer (Silverman and Resh, 1992). The binding of Src to the membrane has

been shown to be specific, saturable, and sensitive to proteolytic treatment of

the membrane, suggesting that protein interactions may stabilize membrane

binding (Resh, 1989). In COS cells, it has been demonstrated that different

regions of the Src protein are required to mediate association with different
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subcellular membranes, suggesting that protein-protein interactions may

determine specificity in membrane binding (Kaplanet al., 1990).

Src is expressed at a low level ubiquitously, but is expressed at a high level in a

limited number of cell types including neurons, endocrine cells, platelets, and

osteoclasts (Brugge et al., 1986; Horne et al., 1992). The cell types in which Src is

found in abundance are all specialized for regulated secretion. The subcellular

localization of Src corresponds to organelles involved in membrane traffic, such

as the endosome (David and Nouvian, 1990; Kaplanet al., 1992), the synaptic

vesicle (Linstedt et al., 1992), and the secretory granule (Grandori and

Hanafusa, 1988). Therefore, Src may play a regulatory role in membrane traffic
events.

Src may play a particularly important role in neurons, where two forms of the

protein are expressed. In addition to Src, a neuronal-specific splice variant of

Src is also expressed (N-Src) (Brugge et al., 1987; Brugge et al., 1985). N-Src

contains an insert of six amino acids in the conserved SH3 domain (Martinez et

al., 1987). The interruption of the SH3 domain in N-Src (NSH3) is thought to

change the affinity of the domain for poly-proline sequences (Ren et al., 1993;
Yu et al., 1992).

In order to study the role of Src in membrane traffic, we have looked in the

nerve terminals of mouse brain or in a small vesicle population from PC12 cells

for proteins that can interact with Src. Using GST-fusions of portions of Src, we

have identified three nerve terminal proteins that can bind to the SH3 domain

of Src, but not of N-Src.: dynamin, and synapsin Ia and Ib. We have been able
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to extend these in vitro results by showing that Src, dynamin, and the synapsins

have similar immunofluorescent patterns in PC12 cells and primary neurons,

and that the endogenous dynamin and synapsin of PC12 cells can be

coprecipitated with Src. In addition, the clathrin assembly complex AP-2,

which had previously been shown to bind to dynamin, coprecipitates with Src.

These associations suggest a role for Src in membrane traffic events mediated

by dynamin and the synapsins in the neuron.

4.2 Results

Dynamin and synapsin Ia and b bind to the SH3 domain of Src

Previous work indicated that the sequences required for membrane localization
of Src in PC12 cells were contained within the amino-terminal half of the

protein (unpublished). In addition, other Src family members expressed in

PC12 cells localized similarly and concentrated on the membranes in a small

vesicle fraction (unpublished). This indicated that sequences common to the

Src family members, located in the amino-terminal half of the proteins, might

be necessary for normal localization of the protein in neurons.

With this in mind, we decided to look for nerve terminal proteins that were

able to bind to portions of Src in an in vitro assay. The SH3 domains of Src and

N-Src (SrcSH3 and NSrcSH3 respectively) were expressed in bacteria as

glutathione-S-transferase (GST) fusion proteins and used as probes in an

overlay assay. Equal amounts of solubilized protein from a membrane

preparation of PC12 cells or from a synaptosome preparation of mouse brain
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probe: GST SH3 NSH3

100kD = -

64kD = -

B GST SH3 Dynamin Synapsin
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-

L ---

Figure 4.1 Proteins that interact with Src in extracts of mouse
synaptosomes
A-Mouse brain synaptosomes were lysed and resolved on a gel, then transferred
to a filter. Strips of the filter were probed with GST fusion proteins (GST-GST
alone, SH3- GST fused to SH3 of Src, NSH3- GST fused to N-Src SH3). B-The
overlay assay was repeated for the indicated fusions, and two strips of the filter
were Western blotted with antibodies to dynamin and synapsin Ia and Ib.
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were probed with the GST fusion proteins. The SrcSH3 fusion protein, but not

the NSrcSH3 fusion protein, bound to three proteins of approximately 100,80,

and 75kD in mouse brain synaptosome preparations (Figure 4.1A). The same
three bands were detected in a small vesicle fraction from PC12 cells. These

three proteins comigrated with three known proteins, as identified by specific

antibodies, dynamin and synapsin Ia and b (Figure 4.1B).

Both dynamin and the synapsins are known to be enriched in the nerve

terminal, and to contain proline-rich sequences that can bind to SH3 domains.

Dynamin has been previously shown to bind to a number of SH3 domains in

vitro, including those of the Src family members (Gout et al., 1993). However,

the ability of the SrcSH3 domain to bind to the synapsins has not previously

been reported.

The NSrcSH3 domain contains an insert of six amino acids in the region

responsible for binding to a poly-proline sequence. This insert has been

previously shown to change the binding affinity of this domain for a poly

proline sequence, and may account for the differential binding seen here (Ren

et al., 1993, Yu et al., 1992). It also serves as a convenient internal control, and

indicates that the association of dynamin and the synapsins with the SH3

domain of Src is most likely mediated by an SH3-poly-proline interaction.
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Src, the synapsins, and dynamin colocalize in PC12 cells

To determine if Src would be able to interact with dynamin and the synapsins
in vivo, we compared the subcellular localization of the three proteins in PC12

cells and primary rat neurons by immunofluorescence. Src, dynamin and the
synapsins have been previously reported to be enriched in nerve terminals
from brain.

The immunofluorescent staining pattern of Src in PC12 cells included a bright
perinuclear staining (Figure 42A) (identified as an endosome population in

other cell types) as well as a punctate staining pattern throughout the neurites

(Figure 4.2B). The cell body staining patterns of dynamin (Figure 4.2C) and the
synapsins (Figure 4.2E) in PC12 cells was less intense than that of Src. Instead,

in these cells, the staining patterns in the neurite predominated. The neurite

staining of dynamin in PC12 cells (Figure 4.2D) was very similar to that of Src.

The neurites were intensely stained in a punctate pattern. The neurite staining
of the synapsins in PC12 cells (Figure 4.2F) was also quite intense, but

exhibited less of a punctate character than Src or dynamin. By

immunofluorescent staining it seems that Src, dynamin, and the synapsins do
colocalize in the differentiated PC12 cell, overlapping most intensely in the
neurite. We were unable to perform double label immunofluorescence on PC12
cells with the available antibodies.

To determine if the colocalization seen in PC12 cells was also found in primary
neurons, cultured rat hippocampal neurons were used for double label

immunofluorescent staining for Src, dynamin, and the synapsins. Double label
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Figure 4.2 Colocalization of Src, dynamin, and the synapsins in
PC12 cells and primary neurons
PC12 cells were prepared for immunofluorescence and stained with antibodies.
A, B-PC12 cells stained with the Src antibody. C, D-PC12 cells stained with an
antibody to dynamin. E, F-PC12 cells stained with an antibody to Src. Primary
rathippocampal neurons were prepared for double label immunofluoresence.
G-Rat primary neurons stained for Src (green) and dynamin (red). H-Primary
neurons stained for dynamin (green)and synapsin (red). Yellow color seen when
red and green overlap,indicating colocalization of the proteins.
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Figure 4.2 continued
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immunofluorescence for dynamin and Src was performed using a red

fluorophore for dynamin and a green fluorophore for Src. Extensive overlap in

the staining patterns of dynamin and Src are evidenced by the combined

yellow color seen when the two fluorophores overlap (Figure 4.2G). Dynamin

and Src apparently colocalize in both the cell body and neuronal processes of

primary neurons. In PC12 cells, the cell body staining of dynamin was less

intense, and the colocalization of Src and dynamin seemed to be primarily in
the neurites.

Double label fluorescence staining was also performed for dynamin and the

synapsins using a green fluorophore and a red fluorophore respectively. The

staining pattern for the synapsins in primary neurons was quite distinct from

that in PC12 cells. While the synapsins seem to fill the neurite in PC12 cells,

they have a much more limited pattern of staining in primary neuronal

processes (Figure 4.2H). The spots of intensity for the synapsins in the rat

neuron all overlap with staining for dynamin, resulting in a yellow color.

While the staining for Src, dynamin, and the synapsins differs slightly between

PC12 cells and primary neurons, in both cases the three proteins colocalize.
This result is consistent with the ability of Src and dynamin or Src and the

synapsins to interact in vivo. The differences in staining patterns between PC12

cells and primary hippocampal neurons may be due to slight differences in

fixation and staining, to differences in neuronal type, or to differences between

a cell line and primary neurons.

Dynamin and synapsin Ia and b coprecipitate with Src from PC12 cell lysates
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In order to determine if the interactions seen in vitro were physiologically

relevant, we assessed the association of the endogenously expressed Src,

dynamin, and the synapins in PC12 cells. Lysates of PC12 cells were prepared

and analyzed by immunoprecipitation with normal rabbit serum or an

antibody to Src, followed by Western blotting for dynamin and the synapsins

(Figure 4.3A and B). Both dynamin and the synapsins were precipitated

reproducibly with a Src-specific antibody, but not with normal rabbit serum. A

number of different antibodies to Src were able to coprecipitate dynamin

(Figure 4.5A). These results were the same in untreated and fully differentiated

PC12 cells (not shown).

We were unable to detect tyrosine phosphorylation on dynamin or the

synapsins in PC12 cell lysate using a variety of methods that are commonly

used to detect tyrosine kinase substrates (not shown).

The interaction between Src and dynamin and the synapsins is specific and
direct

Dynamin coprecipitated with Src from a fibroblast cell line, indicating that this

interaction was not limited to neuronal cell types (Figure 4.3C). The synapsins

are not expressed in non-neuronal cell types. When an antibody to Src was

used in a precipitation from a Src-/- cell lysate, dynamin was not precipitated

(Figure 4.3C). This results indicates that the coprecipitation of dynamin with
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IP: NRS Src Dyn

Dynamin - - ->

WCL NRS SrC

Synapsin - Q- **-->

PC12 Src-/- SrC-H 3T3

1 2 1 2 1 2

Dynamin - - ©

Figure 4.3 Coprecipitation of dynamin and synapsin Ia and Ib
with Src from PC12 cell
A,B-PC12 cells were prepared for immunoprecipitation with normal rabbit serum
(NRS), antibody to Src, or antibody to dynamin. Whole cell lysate (WCL) or
immunoprecipitates were Western blotted for dynamin (A) or the synapsins (B).
C-PC12 cells, src -/-fibroblasts, or Src- overexpressing 3T3 cells were immuno
precipitated with 1- normal rabbit serum or 2-Src antibody, and the immuno
precipitates were Western blotted for dynamin.
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Src is not an artifact of antibody cross-reactivity, but rather requires the

presence of the Src protein.

We had difficulty detecting Src in immunoprecipitates of dynamin and the

synapsins (not shown). The failure of the reciprocal immunoprecipitation may

result from the fact that most antibodies to dynamin and the synapsins

recognize the carboxy-terminal proline-rich domains, and may compete for the

presumptive Src binding site.

In order to exclude the possibility that the coprecipitation of dynamin and the

synapsins with Src was the result of an artifactual precipitation of whole

synaptic vesicles or other membranes, three approaches were taken. First, all

lysates were subjected to a high speed centrifugation that was sufficient to

sediment synaptic vesicles, and should have removed any poorly solubilized

membranes prior to immunoprecipitation. Second, the Src immunoprecipitate

was tested for the presence of other synaptic vesicle, endosome, or coated

vesicle antigens. Lysates were immunoprecipitated with normal rabbit serum

or the Src antibody. Whole cell lysates and the immunoprecipitates were then

Western blotted with antibodies to a number of abundant synaptic vesicle
proteins and proteins found on endosomes and coated vesicles. None of the

antigens tested were detectable in the Src immunoprecipitate from at least ten

times more lysate than was required for detection of the antigen by Western

blot (data summarized in Table 4.1). Third, immunoprecipitation with an

antibody to a synaptic vesicle protein (synaptophysin) failed to precipitate

dynamin, the synapsins, or Src (not shown).
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Protein Immunoprecipitation with Src Antibody

dynamin +

synapsin Ia and Ib +

synaptophysin
-

synaptotagmin
-

syntaxin
-

Rab3a
-

transferrin receptor
-

Grb2
-

PLC-y
-

o-adaptin +

Y-adaptin
-

clathrin
-

amphiphysin nd

synaptojanin nd

Table 4.1 Summary of coimmunoprecipitation results
PC12 cell lysates were immunoprecipitated with normal rabbit serum and a
Src antibody. Whole cell lysate and the immunoprecipitates were Western
blotted with the indicated antibodies. + indicates that the antigen was detected
specifically in the Src immunoprecipitate using ten times more protein than
required to detect the antigen in whole cell lysate. - indicates that the antigen was
not detected in Src immunoprecipitate. nd indicates not done.
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These results indicate that the membranes in the PC12 lysates are likely to be

fully solubilized, and that dynamin and the synapsins are not precipitating
non-specifically with proteins present in the lysate. The association of dynamin

and the synapsins are therefore the result of specific and direct interactions of

these proteins with Src.

The clathrin assembly complex AP-2 coprecipitates with Src

Dynamin binds to a number of proteins in the neuron, including Grb2, PLC-),

and the the clathrin assembly complex AP-2 (David et al., 1996; Gout et al., 1993;

McPherson et al., 1994; McPherson et al., 1994; Seedorf et al., 1994; Wang et al.,

1995). We tested for the presence of some of these proteins in the Src

immunoprecipitate from PC12 cells (Table 5.1). Neither Grb2 nor PLC-y were

detected in the Src immunoprecipitates. Although complexes containing Grb2

and dynamin may exist in PC12 cells, the complex containing Src and dynamin

is apparently different.

We were able to detect an association of Src and AP-2 in PC12 cell lysates using

an antibody directed against the o-subunit of AP-2 (referred to here as o
adaptin) (Figure 4.4A). As a control, we checked for the association of a related

adaptor protein that is not expected to be enriched in the nerve terminal, AP-1,

by blotting with an antibody to the Y-subunit of AP-1(or Y-adaptin) (Vallee et al.,

1993). We were unable to detect AP-1 in our immunoprecipitates, indicating

that the association with AP-2 is specific (Figure 4.4B). We found no evidence

for a direct interaction between the SrcSH3 fusion protein and o-adaptin

subunit (not shown). It is possible that the presence of AP-2 in the
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WCL NRS Src

O-adaptin – m -

Y-adaptin — sm.

Figure 4.4 AP-2 associates with Src in PC12 cells
PC12 cell lysates were immunoprecipitated with normal rabbit
serum (NRS) or antibody to Src. Whole cell lysate and the immuno
precipitates were Western blotted for A-o-adaptin or B-Y-adaptin.
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immunoprecipitate is a result of its binding to dynamin. Despite the presence

of the assembly complex, we were unable to detect clathrin in the

immunoprecipitates.

Possible existence of multiple complexes containing Src, dynamin, and the

synapsins

We have evidence that Src and dynamin interact, and that Src and the

synapsins interact, but we do not know the nature of these complexes, nor the

number of complexes in the cell that contain Src. In order to determine if there

might be a single complex containing Src, dynamin, and the synapsins, we

performed immunoprecipitation with antibodies to the three proteins from

PC12 cell lysates, and Western blotted for the presence of dynamin. An

antibody to synapsin coprecipitated dynamin, indicating that these two

proteins associate in some manner (Figure 4.5A). A faint signal for Src was

sometimes detected in the synapsin immunoprecipitate (not shown).

The biochemical association of dynamin and the synapsins has not been

previously reported. We do not have any further information on the nature of
the interaction between dynamin and the synapsins, but postulate that it may

involve a larger complex containing Src and perhaps other proteins as yet

unidentified. It is possible that a variety of complexes exist, including those in

which dynamin and the synapsins each bind to Src individually, as well as

complexes containing all three proteins. Further analysis will be required to

elucidate these possibilities.
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IP:

Dynamin -

NRS SrC1 Src2 Syn Dyn

- - - -- emº

NP40 RIPA

Dynamin - - -

Synapsin – am:

Figure 4.5 Dynamin and the synapsins associate in PC12 cells
A-PC12 cells were immunoprecipitated with normal rabbit serum (NRS), with
antibodies to Src (Src.1 and 2), and with antibodies to synapsin Ia and Ib and to
dynamin. Immunoprecipitates were Western blotted with an antibody to dynamin.
B-PC12 cells were lysed in NP40 lysis buffer or RIPA lysis buffer, immuno
precipitated with an antibody to Src, and Western blotted for dynamin and the
synapsins.
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When the immunoprecipitations with the Src antibody were done under

different detergent conditions, some differences in the strength of the

associations of dynamin and the synapsins with Src were uncovered (Figure

4.5B). Dynamin coprecipitated with Src in both an NP40 and RIPA based lysis

buffer, whereas the association of the synapsins with Src was not stable in the

more stringent RIPA buffer.

Other Src family members do not bind to dynamin in neuronal cells

Because of the similarity in the sequences and the subcellular localization of

Src family members in PC12 cells we looked for the association of other

endogenously expressed Src family members with dynamin. Dynamin failed

to coprecipitate with Fyn and Yes from PC12 cell lysate (Figure 4.6A). Western

blotting with an antibody to the carboxy-terminal tail of Src that cross-reacts

with Fyn and Yes confirmed that the Src family member proteins were

precipitated by their specific antibodies (Figure 4.6B). The same results were

obtained using mouse synaptosomes.

The failure of other Src family members to coprecipitate with dynamin seems to
indicate that the binding of dynamin to Src is specific in neuronal cells, despite

the sequence similarities of the Src family members. We cannot rule out the

possibility that the antibodies to Fyn and Yes may simply fail to work in

coimmunoprecipitations, although we do know that the antibodies were

successful in precipitating Fyn and Yes. The Fyn and Yes antibodies bind to the

unique domains of the proteins, and would not be expected to sterically hinder
an SH3 domain-mediated interaction. Therefore, in the case of the interaction
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Figure 4.6 Analysis of dynamin association with other
Src family members
PC12 cells were immunoprecipitated with normal rabbit serum (NRS)
and with antibodies to Src, Fyn, and Yes. The immunoprecipitates
were Western blotted with an antibody to dynamin (A) and with an
antibody to the conserved carboxy-terminus of the Src family
members (B).
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between Src and dynamin in neuronal cells, the Src family members do not

seem to be functionally redundant. Similar results were obtained for the

synapsins (not shown), suggesting that this interaction is also unique to Src in
the neuron.

In order to determine the effect of loss of Src expression on the other Src family

members in neurons, we analyzed the expression level of other Src family

members and their ability to associate with dynamin in preparations of brain

from src-/- mice. We found no change in the expression level of other Src

family members in src-/-brain preparations. In addition, we found no

evidence for a compensatory change in the ability of other Src family members

to associate with dynamin in the absence of Src (not shown).

4.3 Discussion

A role for Src in neuronal membrane traffic

A variety of evidence suggests a possible role for Src in membrane traffic. Src is

expressed at a high level in a variety of cell types that are specialized for
regulated secretion, including the neuron (Brugge et al., 1986). In these cells,

Src is concentrated on the organelles involved in exocytosis or endocytosis,

such as the synaptic vesicle in neurons and the endosome in fibroblasts (David

and Nouvian, 1990; Kaplanet al., 1992; Linstedt et al., 1992). Overexpression of

Src in bovine adrenal chromaffin cells leads to an increased secretory response

to acetylcholine receptor stimulation (Ely et al., 1994). Stenberg et al. have

recently shown that some Src family members colocalize with clathrin in coated
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pits and vesicles in the platelet (Stenberg et al., 1997). Finally, overexpression of

Src increases the internalization and down-regulation of the epidermal growth

factor receptor in response to ligand (personal communication-S. Parsons).

Since we were interested in the role of Src in the traffic of synaptic vesicles in

the neuron, we searched for proteins in the nerve terminal that are able to bind

to Src. We have shown that Src interacts with three proteins and a protein

complex known to be involved in membrane traffic in the neuron, dynamin,

synapsin Ia and Ib, and AP-2.

Dynamin is a GTPase involved in the final steps of fission of a clathrin-coated

vesicle from the membrane, and may be involved in other types of clathrin

independent endocytosis. Dynamin plays an important role in receptor

mediated endocytosis in a variety of cells and in synaptic vesicle recycling in

neurons (Bauerfeind et al., 1996; Kelly, 1995; Lamaze and Schmid, 1995; Urrutia

et al., 1997; Vallee et al., 1993). The Drosophila shibire mutation, a temperature

sensitive point mutation that leads in a defect in the GTPase activity of

dynamin, results in paralysis in flies held at the restrictive temperature (Chen et

al., 1992; De Camilliet al., 1995; Gass et al., 1995). SH3 domain-containing

proteins, such as Grb2 and amphiphysin, are thought to recruit dynamin to the

plasma membrane (Okamoto et al., 1997, Shpetner et al., 1996). DeCamilliet al.
have blocked synaptic vesicle recycling in neurons with the injection of a

bacterially-expressed SH3 domain from amphiphysin or a peptide consisting of

the proline-rich sequence of dynamin (Shupliakov et al., 1997). We have shown

that Src and dynamin interact in neurons and non-neuronal cells. Src may play
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a role similar to that hypothesized for amphiphysin and Grb2 in neurons and

even in other cell types.

AP-2 is an assembly protein complex that is involved in recruiting clathrin to

the plasma membrane (Chang et al., 1993). Like dynamin, AP-2 plays a role in

both receptor-mediated endocytosis and synaptic vesicle recycling. Drosophila

containing a mutation in the O-adaptin gene (which encodes the O-subunit of

the AP-2 complex) have a defect in synaptic vesicle recycling (Gonzalez-Gaitan

and Jackle, 1997). We have shown that Src interacts with AP-2 in PC12 cell

lysates, again suggesting a role for Src in the regulation of the endocytic process
in neurons.

The synapsins are neuronal-specific proteins that bind to both the synaptic

vesicle and to actin. The synapsins are thought to cross-link a subpopulation of

synaptic vesicle, known as the reserve pool, to an actin cytomatrix in the nerve

terminal (Benfenati et al., 1992; Ceccaldi et al., 1995; Valtorta et al., 1992).

Vesicles in the reserve pool are not immediately available for release upon

neuron stimulation, but require the activation of a signal transduction pathway

in response to repetitive stimulation or depolarization of the neuron (Bahler et
al., 1990; Greengard et al., 1994; Miyamoto, 1995; Pieribone et al., 1995; Rosahlet

al., 1995). Mice that are lacking both classess of the synapsins show a defect in

learning and a propensity toward seizure activity that suggests a lack of

regulation of the storage, or reserve, population of synaptic vesicles (Chinet al.,

1995; Liet al., 1995; Rosahl et al., 1993; Ryan et al., 1996; Spillane et al., 1995;

Takei et al., 1995). The interaction of Src with the synapsins suggests that Src
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may regulate the formation, stability, or dissolution of this actin-bound

population of synaptic vesicles.

Dynamin and the synapsins are not tyrosine phosphorylated by Src

Despite the fact that dynamin and the synapsins coprecipitated with Src, we

have no evidence that the proteins were tyrosine phosphorylated in PC12 cells.

Neither protein was recognized by an anti-phosphotyrosine antibody when

coprecipitated with Src or when immunoprecipitated with a specific antibody

to dynamin or the synapsins from whole cell lysate. Neither protein became

phosphorylated in an in vitro kinase assay using Src immunoiprecipitates.

There is no published evidence for the tyrosine phosphorylation of the

synapsins. Dynamin is tyrosine phosphorylated and associated with the Lyn

tyrosine kinase in resting mast cells, but becomes dephosphorylated when mast

cells are stimulated to degranulate (Eiseman and Bolen, 1992).

Src might phosphorylate dynamin and the synapsins at an undetectable level or

under very transient and specific conditions that we failed to observe.

Alternatively, dynamin and the synapsins may not be substrates for the Src
kinase activity, but may serve to bring Src into the proximity of another protein

that serves as a substrate. A number of candidates exist, including tubulin,

clathrin, and the synaptic vesicle protein synaptophysin (Abu-Amer et al., 1997;

Atashi et al., 1992; Barnekow et al., 1990; Brown and Cooper, 1996; Cox and

Maness, 1993; Maness and Matten, 1990; Matten et al., 1990).
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Other Src family members in neurons do not bind to dynamin or the

synapsins

While antibodies to Src coprecipitated dynamin and the synapsins, antibodies

to other Src family members expressed in neurons failed to coprecipitate these

proteins. The fact that the protein interactions observed here seem to be unique

to Src suggests that, at least in this case, the Src family members are not

redundant. In addition, we have found that there is no direct compensatory

activity of the other Src family members present in a src-/- mouse.

To date, there are no reports of defects in the function of differentiated neurons

from the brain of src-/- mice. Previously, this had been explained by the

possible redundant or compensatory functions of other Src family members.

Our results require alternative explanations. It is possible that there are

redundant or compensatory mechanisms for the role played by Src in the

neuron that do not involve replacement by another Src family member.

Alternatively, Src may play a role in the neuron that is not essential for normal
function.

N-Src may play a different role than Src in neurons

In the overlay assay used here, the SH3 domain of N-Src failed to bind to

dynamin and the synapsins. The N-Src splice variant, which is neuronal

specific, contains a six amino acid insert in the SH3 domain (Martinez et al.,

1987). This insert changes the affinity of the SH3 domain for poly-proline

sequences (Ren et al., 1993; Yu et al., 1992). PC12 cells do not express the N-Src

* * ---
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splice variant (Brugge, 1993). While primary brain does express both Src and

N-Src, the antibodies available for Src recognize both forms. Therefore we were

unable to determine whether the full-length N-Src protein can bind to dynamin

and the synapsins in vivo. Based on the in vitro data, it seems likely that N-Src

does not interact with these proteins.

Most neurons of the central nervous system do express both the Src and N-Src

proteins (Brugge et al., 1987, Brugge et al., 1985). If the neuronal variant of Src is

not involved in interactions with dynamin and the synapsins, then perhaps it

plays a different role in the cell. The insert within the SH3 domain of N-Src

might serve to free it from certain protein associations, allowing N-Src to bind

to other proteins specifically expressed in the neuron.
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Chapter 5 An analysis of src-/- mice

5.1 Introduction

Many of the genes encoding the Src family members have been deleted by

homologous recombination to generate "knock-out" mice. Deletions of src, fyn,

yes, or lyn result in a variety of phenotypes in the mouse, including some

neuronal defects (Summarized in Table 5.1). Mice that are lacking the genes

encoding any one of the four Src family members expressed in brain develop

normally, and represent the expected number in a litter based on normal

Mendelian ratios (Stein et al., 1994). Mice that are src-/-, yes-/-, or lyn-/- have

apparently normal brain structure and function. Mice lacking fyn have subtle

defects in architecture of the hippocampus and olfactory bulb, and some

delayed myelination (Beggs et al., 1994; Grant et al., 1992; Umemoriet al., 1994;

Yagi et al., 1993). The fyn-/- mice have functional abnormalities related to the

nervous system, including a suckling defect and abnormalities in long-term

potentiation (Grant et al., 1992; Yagi et al., 1993). The fyn-/- mice also have a

defect in signaling from the T-cell receptor in thymocytes (Tsygankov et al.,

1992). Mice lacking src have no apparent defect in mature neuronal function,
but they do show an abnormal neurite out-growth response on a specific

extracellular matrix protein in vivo (Ignelzi et al., 1994). The src-/- mice have a

defect in osteoclast function that results in osteopetrosis (Soriano et al., 1991).

Mice lacking lyn have no apparent defect in neuronal function, but do have a

defect in B cells that results in auto-immune disease (personal communication

V. Chan). Mice that are homozygous null for yes have no apparent defect in

neurons or other cells (Stein et al., 1994). The T cell and neuronal phenotypes in
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Gene Knock-out Phenotype—In Neurons

STC -osteopetrosis -defect in neurite
outgrowth on L1

fyn -suckling defect -abnormal olfactory
bulb and hippo

-LTP defect campus

-abnormal thymocyte -defect in myelination
signalling from TCR

-defect in neurite
outgrowth on B50

yes -In One -In CIne

lyn -autoimmune disease 2

src/fyn -die perinatally, smaller ?

src/yes -die perinatally, smaller ?

fyn/yes -degenerative renal 2
changes

Table 5.1 Summary of gene knock-out phenotypes for the Src family
members primarily expressed in brain
Abbreviations and symbols used: LTP= long-term potentiation; L1, B50= neuronal cell
adhesion molecules; TCR-T cell receptor; ?= not tested.
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fyn-/- mice, the osteoclast defect in src-/- mice, and the autoimmunity in lyn-/-

mice suggest that certain Src family members may play a unique role in certain

cell types.

There are no apparent developmental abnormalities in mice that are

homozygous null for a single src family member gene. "Double knock-out"

mice lacking src and fyn or src and yes seem to have a general growth

retardation, but survive to birth (Stein et al., 1994). These "double knock-out"

mice die soon after birth for unknown reasons. "Triple knock-out" mice

generally die in utero (Stein et al., 1994). The normal development of mice

lacking one Src family member, and the normal function of cells known to

express that protein in the adult mouse suggest a number of possible

explanations. Src family members may not be essential for normal

development and adult function in a wide variety of tissues. Alternatively, Src

family members may play redundant roles in cellular events, or may be able to

compensate for the loss of one or more Src family members. The increasing

severity of phenotypes seen when multiple Src family members are lost

suggests that the latter two explanations may be important, at least for some

biological functions.

There are a number of examples of compensatory changes in one Src family

member when another Src family member is lost. In the brain of fyn-/- mice,

Src was found to have changed in detergent solubility as compared to that in

normal mouse brain (Stein et al., 1994). This probably represents a change in

the subcellular localization of Src or in the proteins associated with Src. In src

/- osteoclasts, Hck levels are elevated (Soriano et al., 1991). In hok-/- myeloid
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cells, the specific kinase activity of Lyn is elevated (Lowell et al., 1996). The

mechanisms involved in the changes listed above are not understood.

In this chapter we describe a limited biochemical analysis of the src-/- mouse

brain. We analyzed the overall pattern of tyrosine phosphorylation in src-/-

synaptosomes and synaptic vesicles. We also compared the expression level,

subcellular localization, and specific kinase activity of the Src family members

in the brains of wild-type and src-/- mice.

5.2 Results

Tyrosine Phosphorylation in the synaptosomes and synaptic vesicles of src-/-
mice

The brains of src-/- mice look normal and apparently function normally.

However, it is possible that there are subtle biochemical defects. As we

previously mentioned, Src is abundant in the nerve terminal and on the

synaptic vesicle. The activity of Src has been reported to account for 70% of the

tyrosine kinase activity on the synaptic vesicle (Greengard et al., 1993). In order
to determine if there are any changes in tyrosine phosphorylation in the brains

of src-/- mice, we prepared synaptosomes and synaptic vesicles from age

matched wild-type and src-/- mice, and performed whole kinase assays (Figure

5.1).

The overall levels of phosphorylation in synaptosome fractions from wild-type

and src-/- mice were very similar (an apparent decrease in the src-/-Syn lane
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Figure 5.1 Whole synaptosome and whole synaptic
vesicle kinase assays from wild-type and src-/- mouse
brain
Synaptosomes (Syn) and synaptic vesicles (SV) were prepared as
previously described and whole kinase assays were performed.
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in Figure 5.1 is due to an error in loading the sample on the gel). A minor

decrease in the intensity of a band between the 43kD and the 69kD markers

probably represents the loss of the Src protein. There are other proteins in this

range, which may be other Src family members.

In the synaptic vesicle preparations from wild-type and src-/-brains the

overall levels of phosphorylation were again similar, but a few consistent

changes were observed. An intense band at 60kD was lost in the src-/-

synaptic vesicle preparation. This probably represents loss of Src. Some

decrease in the intensity of bands around 69kD is detectable. These may

represent substrates of Src that are not phosphorylated by other Src family

members, or are not as efficiently phosphorylated. A band below the 43kD

marker is more intense in the src-/-synaptic vesicle preparation. This may

suggest that other Src family members undergo some sort of compensatory

change in the src-/-brain, and that they may more efficiently phosphorylate

this protein. No changes in the intensity of bands in the size range of the Src

family members was observed.

Based on these whole synaptosome and whole synaptic vesicle kinase assays,
the changes in protein phosphorylation in src-/-brain fractions are minimal.

Similar results were obtained when an anti-phosphotyrosine antibody was

used (not shown). This suggests that Src is not the only contributor to tyrosine

phosphorylation in these membrane fractions. We have previously shown that

other Src family members are enriched in the synaptosome and on the synaptic

vesicle suggesting possible redundant or compensatory roles.



Comparison of expression of Src family members in wild-type and src -/-

synaptosomes

In order to determine if there was any compensatory change in the expression

of Src family members in the src-/-brain, we quantified the level of the Src

family members in synaptosome fractions from wild-type and src-/-brains.

Equal amounts of total protein from each synaptosome preparation was

analyzed by Western blot for the presence of Src, Fyn, Yes, and Lyn. Antigen

was detected with an 129I-conjugated secondary antibody and quantified by
phosphorimager (Figure 5.2)

The levels of the other Src family members present in the synaptosomes of src

/- mice were unchanged from those in the wild-type synaptosomes (Figure

5.2). The values for the Western blot signals are plotted in arbitrary units

relative to a value of 1 for Src in wild-type mice. In the src-/-synaptosome,

there was no detectable Src. The number of units for the different Src family
members reflects the fact that different antibodies were used to detect the

proteins, and does not reflect the relative abundance of the proteins. We have

not measured the level of the proteins in whole brain preparations, so it is
possible that there are other changes that we have not detected. However, our

results show that there is no compensatory change in the level of any of the Src

family members in the src-/-synaptosome.
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Figure 5.2 Comparison of expression level of Src family members in
wild-type and src-/- synaptosomes
Synaptosomes from wild-type (wt) and src-/- (ko) mice were prepared as previously

described. sºme. were Western blotted with the above antibodies, and the signalquantified with *I-conjugated antibody on the phosphorimager. Bars represent the
Western signal. The values are plotted relative to a Src value of 1 in wild-type brain.
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Comparison of synaptic vesicle enrichment of the Src family members in

wild-type and src-/- mice

In order to determine if there are any compensatory changes in the localization

of Src family members in src-/- mice, we quantified the enrichment of Src

family members in the synaptic vesicle fraction of wild-type and src-/-brains.

Wild-type and src-/-synaptosomes and synaptic vesicles were prepared, the

relative enrichment of Src, Fyn, Yes, and Lyn in the synaptic vesicle fraction

was quantified as previously described. There was no detectable change in the

fold enrichment of Fyn, Yes, or Lyn on the synaptic vesicle in src-/-brain

(Figure 5.3). This result suggests that there is no compensatory change in the

synaptic vesicle localization of Src family members in src-/- mice.

Synaptic vesicle kinase assays from wild-type and src-/- synaptosomes

We tried to look for compensatory changes in the specific kinase activities of

Src family members in the src-/- synaptosome by immunoprecipitation kinase

assays. Our attempts were hampered by technical difficulties. Synaptosome

fractions from mouse brain are apparently very lipid rich, and are very difficult
to solubilize with detergent. A mild detergent that is compatible with

performing an in vitro kinase assay was insufficient to solubilize the

membrane. Harsher detergents were able to solubilize the membrane, but

greatly decreased the in vitro kinase activity of the Src family members.

Because of these difficulties, we were unable to obtain definitive results.

However, we consistently saw an increase in the kinase activity associated with

the antibody to Fyn in the src-/- preparations (not shown). Because we did not
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Figure 5.3 Comparison of synaptic vesicle enrichment of Src family
members in wild-type and src-/-brain
Synaptosomes and synaptic vesicles were prepared and analyzed as previously described.
wt=from wild-type mouse brain. -/-- from src-/- mouse brain. TrR-transferrin receptor,
SY38-synaptophysin.
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see any change in the level of Fyn, or in the localization of the protein, our

result suggests that the specific activity of Fyn may be increased in the src-/-

synaptosome.

5.3 Discussion

We had previously shown that the Src family members expressed in brain have

similar sub-cellular distributions suggesting that they would be able to play

similar roles in the cell. In this chapter we showed that there is no detectable

change in the expression level or subcellular localization of the Src family

members in the src-/- mouse brain. There may be a compensatory change in

the specific activity of Fyn in the src-/-brain, but we were unable to fully

explore this possibility due to technical difficulties.

The neuronal defects seen in the fyn-/- mice suggests that Fyn has a unique

function in neurons. It is possible that other Src family members also have

unique functions in the brain that have not yet been appreciated, while other

functions of the Src family members in the brain may be redundant. It is also

possible that one Src family member is able to compensate for the the loss of
another in certain aspects of its function in the neuron. We will need a much

more detailed molecular understanding of the roles that the Src family

members play in the brain to fully address these possibilities.

We might be able to gain a further understanding of the redundancy of the Src

family members or of the ability of the Src family members to compensate for

the activity of one another by analyzing some of the "double knock-out" mice
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that have been generated. "Double knock-outs" for src and fyn, src and yes,

and yes and fyn have been generated by mating the "single knock-out" mice.

Mice that are src-/- fyn-/- or src-/-yes-/- are smaller and die a few days after

birth for unknown reasons. fyn-/- yes-/- mice die due to degenerative renal

changes (Table 5.1) (Stein et al., 1994). Based on the fact that there are

compensatory changes in Src localization in fyn-/- brain and possible

compensatory changes in Fyn activity in src-/-brain, it might be informative to

analyze the development, architecture, and function of the nervous system in
these "double knock-out" mice.

An apparently major source of morbidity and mortality in the src-/- mice, and

probably in "double knock-outs" including src is the osteopetrotic phenotype.

Schwartzberg et al. have generated transgenic mice that express Src from a

macrophage-lineage promoter. This promoter allows for expression of Src in

osteoclasts and other cells of the macrophage lineage, but not in other cell types

such as neurons (Schwartzberg, 1997). This transgenic construct results in a

rescue of the osteopetrosis phenotype in a src-/- mouse. These mice may be

useful for analysis of neuronal phenotypes without the complication of

morbidity and mortality due to osteopetrosis.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions

Life cycle of the synaptic vesicle and the potential role of Src

Synaptic vesicles are small, uniform vesicles in the neuron that are responsible

for the quantal release of neurotransmitter upon depolarization (Kelly, 1993;

Thomas and Almers, 1992). The life cycle of the synaptic vesicle consists of five

distinct steps, formation, maturation, storage, release, and recycle (Figure 6.1).

Synaptic vesicles are formed by sorting off of larger membranes in the cell body

and are then transported along the axon to the nerve terminal (Kelly et al., 1993;

Zucker, 1996). Synaptic vesicles are also formed from membranes, such as the

endosome, in the nerve terminal (Kelly, 1993). After formation, synaptic

vesicles are packed with their contents, neurotransmitter, in the maturation

step (Kelly, 1993). Upon maturation, synaptic vesicles can have two fates,

storage or release.

Synaptic vesicles can join a storage, or reserve, pool of synaptic vesicles that

are believed to be cross-linked to an actin matrix in the nerve terminal. The
reserve pool of vesicles are not immediately available for release. In order for

the reserve pool of vesicles to join the release population of vesicles, a signal

transduction pathway that is initiated by repetitive stimulation is required

(Bahler et al., 1990; Greengard et al., 1994; Greengard et al., 1993; Jovanovic et al.,

1996; Valtorta and Benfenati, 1992).



Formation
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Formation

- Src
- Synapsin
l/ Dynamin

Figure 6.1 Life cycle of the synaptic vesicle and the potential
role of Src
This diagram of the nerve terminal represents the five stages in the life cycle
of the synaptic vesicle, and the steps in which Src has been implicated.
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The synaptic vesicles that are available for release are docked at distinct sites on

the plasma membrane, and undergo a very rapid release upon neuron

depolarization (Kelly, 1993; Thomas and Almers, 1992; Zucker, 1996). After

fusion with the plasma membrane and release of their contents, synaptic

vesicles are recycled from the plasma membrane by a number of different

mechanisms. Some vesicles are directly reformed after fusion in a "kiss and

run" mechanism (Liu and Robinson, 1995; Ryan, 1996). Other vesicles are

endocytosed in larger pieces of membrane via clathrin-dependent and clathrin

independent mechanisms (Lamaze and Schmid, 1995). Individual vesicles are

then reformed by sorting off of the endosome that results from this process.

Src is expressed at a high level in the neuron, and is enriched in the nerve

terminal and on the synaptic vesicle (Brugge et al., 1986; Fults et al., 1985;

Grandori and Hanafusa, 1988; Hanissian et al., 1992; Linstedt et al., 1992;

Maness, 1986; Maness et al., 1988; Steedman and Landreth, 1989). Based on this

and other information, we hypothesized that Src may play a role in neuronal

membrane traffic. Src might regulate any of the membrane traffic events
described above in the synaptic vesicle life cycle. We have shown that Src

interacts with three proteins and a protein complex with known roles in the

synaptic vesicle life cycle, dynamin, synapsin Ia and Ib, and AP-2.

Synapsins interact with synaptic vesicles and with actin, and are required for

the formation of the storage pool of synaptic vesicles (Bahler et al., 1990;

Benfenati et al., 1992; Ceccaldi et al., 1995; Greengard et al., 1994). Dynamin is
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involved in at least one mechanism of synaptic vesicle recycling (De Camilliet

al., 1995; Lamaze and Schmid, 1995; Maycox et al., 1992). AP-2 is an assembly

protein complex that is required to recruit clathrin to the coated pit, and is also

known to play a role in synaptic vesicle recycling (Chang et al., 1993; Gonzalez

Gaitan and Jackle, 1997). Therefore, Src may play a regulatory role in the steps

of the synaptic vesicle life cycle in which these proteins participate.

Src may regulate the formation, stability, or dissolution of the reserve pool of

vesicles, thus regulating the number of synaptic vesicles available for release

upon repetitive stimulation. Src may regulate the endocytic process required

for synaptic vesicle recycling. Other SH3 containing proteins that interact with

Dynamin, such as amphiphysin and Grb2, are thought to recruit the protein to

the plasma membrane, where it functions in endocytosis (De Camilliet al., 1995;

Okamoto et al., 1997; Shpetner et al., 1996; Shupliakov et al., 1997). Src may play
a similar role.

Where is Src acting?

Src is known to be enriched on the synaptic vesicle, and may have a biological
function at this site. The interaction of Src and the synapsins is suggestive of a

role for Src at the synaptic vesicle. However, Src also interacts with dynamin,

which is thought to function at the plasma membrane and perhaps at other

membranes such as the endosome (Kelly, 1995; McClure and Robinson, 1996;

Takelet al., 1995). This indicates that Src may function at another membrane

site in the nerve terminal. If the function of Src with respect to dynamin is to

recruit the protein to coated pits at the plasma membrane, then one of its
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major sites of action would be at this membrane. (Note-Roos et al. have shown

that dynamin can be found on the synaptic vesicle in Drosophila neuronal

preparations- personal communication.)

A unique role for Src in neuronal membrane traffic

We have shown that other Src family members present in the neuron have a

subcellular localization that is similar to that of Src, and that they are also

enriched on the synaptic vesicle. Despite the similar sequence and localization

of the Src family members, the interaction of Src with dynamin and with the

synapsins is apparently unique in neurons. This suggests a specialized role for
Src in membrane traffic in the neuron. We have also shown that there is no

compensatory change in the association of other Src family members with

dynamin or the synapsins in the absence of Src.

It will be interesting to determine if Src plays a unique role in membrane traffic

in other cell types. Src is expressed at a high level in PC12 cells, and seems to

be the predominant Src family member in this cell type. The PC12 cell is

derived from an adrenal tumor, and is a model for a sympathetic neuron
(Linstedt and Kelly, 1991). In total brain extracts Src is apparently not the

predominant Src family member. Instead, Yes seems to be expressed at a

higher level (our data, not shown). Different types of neurons in the central

nervous system may express different levels of the Src family members. It

would be interesting to determine whether Src plays a unique role in different

types of neurons, or whether in specific cell types other Src family members

might have the same role. Although we did not detect any association of other
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Src family members with dynamin or the synapsins in whole mouse brain

preparations, it might be difficult to detect association in a specific cell type.

It remains possible that the lack of association of dynamin and the synapsins.

with other Src family members is due to vagaries of the antibodies used. It

would be worthwhile to obtain other antibodies to the Src family members and

attempt to coprecipitate dynamin and the synapsins. One might also be able to

obtain other antibodies to dynamin and the synapsins to use in

immunoprecipitation and then test for the presence of the Src family members.

src-/- mice have no apparent defect in synaptic transmission

We have shown Src to interact in a specific manner with proteins involved in

two different steps in the synaptic vesicle life cycle. To date, however, no

apparent defect in synaptic transmission has been observed in src-/- mice

(Grant et al., 1992). Below we will discuss some possible explanations for this

lack of a neuronal phenotype in src-/- mice.

In the absence of Src, there may be no defect in the membrane traffic events
involved in the synaptic vesicle life cycle because other proteins play a

redundant role. Because we have shown that other Src family members present

in neurons do not interact with dynamin and the synapsins, even in the absence

of Src, we do not suggest that the other Src family members are redundant in

this case. Instead, unrelated proteins may be playing the same role as Src. For

example, SH3-containing proteins, such as amphiphysin and Grb2, are thought

to recruit dynamin to the plasma membrane. If Src plays a similar role, then
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these proteins may act redundantly, and there would be no phenotype due to

the loss of any one of them.

It is possible that there is an abnormality in one step of the membrane traffic

events that comprise the synaptic vesicle life cycle in the absence of Src, but that

the circuit compensates by altering other traffic events. For example, if the loss

of Src results in a decrease in synaptic vesicle recycling via dynamin, there may

be an increase in the "kiss and run" type of recycling. Alternatively, the amount

of synaptic vesicle formation, maturation, and release from storage may

increase to compensate for the decrease in synaptic vesicle recovery from

endocytosis. In this way the system remains balanced, and there is no net

defect in synaptic transmission.

In addition, it is possible that dynamin serves as a "Src sink." In this case, the

interaction between Src and dynamin would not have a functional consequence

for dynamin, but would serve to store Src in an inactive form, making it

unavailable for normal cellular interactions. Based on this theory, Src would

not play a role in membrane traffic, and the lack of Src would not result in an

abnormality in membrane traffic events. There are a number of reasons to
hypothesize a role for Src in membrane traffic. However, unless further

research uncovers a biological effect of the interaction between dynamin and

Src, the "Src sink" theory cannot be ruled out.
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A more general role for Src in membrane traffic

Many of the proteins involved in synaptic vesicle release and recycling have

homologs that are involved in other membrane traffic events in mammalian

cells (Schekman, 1992). Many of the proteins involved in membrane traffic are

highly conserved from yeast to mammals. In addition to a role in synaptic

vesicle recycling in neurons, Src may play a more general role in endocytosis in

other cell types. We have shown that Src interacts with dynamin in non

neuronal cells. There is no known homolog of synapsin in non-neuronal cells.

However, Src is known to interact with actin in a variety of cell types (Feder,

1993; Felice et al., 1990; Sobue, 1990), and its interaction with the synapsins in

neurons may be a specialization of this function.

It is interesting to note that Src is not present in yeast (Schekman, 1992).

Therefore, Src is not involved in the basic machinery that is essential for

membrane traffic, but may play a regulatory role. The regulatory role of Src in

membrane traffic may be important in multi-cellular organisms, and may be

particularly important in cells that are specialized for regulated secretion.

A link between endocytosis and signaling

A variety of authors have begun to explore the relationship between signal

transduction from plasma membrane receptors and membrane traffic. Schmid

et al. have shown that cells expressing a dominant negative dynamin, which are

unable to endocytose and degrade the activated epidermal growth factor

receptor (EGF-receptor), are not able to mount a normal signaling response to
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receptor stimulation. Some aspects of EGF-receptor signaling are prolonged or

increased, while others are decreased or fail to occur (Vieira et al., 1996). They

conclude that endocytosis of the activated receptor is required for certain

signaling events to occur.

Src is known to be involved in the signal transduction response of a number of

plasma membrane receptors. In unpublished work, Parsons et al. have shown

that overexpression of Src can increase the rate of ligand-dependent

endocytosis of the EGF-receptor (personal communication-S. Parsons). The

association of Src with dynamin suggests that it plays a regulatory role in

endocytosis. It is interesting to think that this single protein may play two roles

at the plasma membrane, and thus help to link the process of signal
transduction to that of membrane traffic.
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Chapter 7 Future Directions

Possible functional Assays

As mentioned in Chapter six, src-/- mice have no apparent defect in synaptic

transmission. Based on the roles that we have proposed for Src in the life cycle

of the synaptic vesicle, it is not surprising that one would not see a defect in the

simple release of synaptic vesicles upon depolarization of the neuron. It is

likely that one would have to push the system to its limit to begin to uncover a

defect that resulted from inefficient synaptic vesicle recycling or abnormal

function of the reserve pool of vesicles.

A recent set of experiments by DeCamilliet al. illustrates this point (Shupliakov

et al., 1997). In order to assess the role of amphiphysin in synaptic vesicle

membrane traffic, De Camilli et al. microinjected a bacterially-expressed SH3

domain of amphiphysin into the axon of the lamprey giant reticulospinal

neuron, or injected poly-proline peptides designed to compete for dynamin

association with SH3 domains into primary rat neurons. The investigators then

assessed the function of the neurons, including the ability to release and recycle
synaptic vesicles upon single and repetitive stimulation using both

electrophysiological measurements and electron microscopy. Neurons

containing the SH3 domain or the peptide functioned normally under simple

experimental conditions in which a single neuronal stimulation leads to

synaptic vesicle release. Only after rapid, repetitive stimulation of the neurons

did any defect in function become apparent in the SH3 or peptide-containing
IneurOnS.
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With rapid, repetitive stimulation the neurons containing the SH3 domain or

the peptide showed a gradual decrease in the release of synaptic vesicles, while

the control cells maintained a steady level of synaptic vesicle release. Upon

analysis of the cells by electron microscopy, DeCamilli et al found that the cells

that were injected with the SH3 domain or the peptide failed to recycle their

synaptic vesicles after fusion with the plasma membrane, resulting in a
decrease in the number of vesicles available for release and an increase in the

area of the plasma membrane.

These experiments by DeCamilli et al. illustrate the fact that the membrane

traffic events involved in the synaptic vesicle life cycle are well balanced, and

even a fairly strong defect in some membrane traffic events does not lead to an

observable phenotype unless the system is pushed to its limits. In addition, the

experiments described above helped to strengthen the hypothesis that

amphiphysin and perhaps other SH3-containing proteins regulate the function

of dynamin.

By assessing the synaptic vesicle release of src null neurons when subjected to
rapid, repetitive depolarization, one might be able to uncover a defect in these

cells. Such experiments could be done in a variety of ways, including using

primary neurons from src-/- mice and blocking the function of Src in normal

IneurOnS.

By mating two src heterozygotic mice (Src.4/-) one could obtain littermates that

are src=/+, src-/-, and src-/-. The genotypes of the mice is easily identified by
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performing the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) on a small tissue sample.

Portions of the brains of these mice, such as the hippocampus or cerebellum,

could then be removed and cultured using commonly-used procedures.

Neurons from these cultures could then be examined by electrophysiological

techniques for their ability to release synaptic vesicles with a single

depolarization and with rapid, repetitive depolarization.

The major problem with the experiment described above is that neurons that

develop in the absence of Src may be quite different than wild-type neurons.

Src may play a role in the development of neurons. Neurons lacking src have a

specific defect in neurite outgrowth (Ignelzi et al., 1994). Therefore, src-/-

neurons might be subtly different than wild-type neurons in architecture and

thus slightly different in exocytic response to stimulation. In addition, src-/-

neurons might have developed compensatory changes in membrane traffic

events that would result in different responses to neuronal stimulation.

As an example, a compensatory change in membrane traffic is seen when the

function of dynamin is blocked with a dominant negative mutant in cell culture

(Damke et al., 1995). Dynamin is thought to play a role in receptor-mediated
endocytosis, but not in fluid-phase endocytosis. When Schmid et al. expressed

an inducible dominant negative dynamin in cell culture, they found that there

was a 50% decrease in receptor-mediated endocytosis as well as a transient

decrease in fluid-phase endocytosis. After approximately thirty minutes of

expression of the dominant negative dynamin, the decrease in receptor

mediated endocytosis was still seen, while fluid phase endocytosis was back to
normal levels.
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It is thought that under the stress of expression of the dominant negative

protein, the cell induced another membrane traffic mechanism to partially

compensate for the defects. The cell may have upregulated the rate of a

previously minor mechanism, or may have induced a novel mechanism. If a

cell can induce compensatory membrane traffic mechanisms in thirty minutes

in cell culture, then the possibilities for changes in membrane traffic over the

time course of development of the central nervous system in the mouse are

great.

In order to avoid the problems one might encounter when using src-/- mice in

a functional assay, one could block the function of Src in wild-type neurons and

perform the same experiments. There are a variety of ways to block Src

function, including the microinjection of antibodies or portions of protein,

treatment of the cell with pharmacologic agents, or expression of mutant Src

proteins.

The Src monoclonal antibody, 327, and an antibody that recognizes the

carboxy-terminal tail of multiple Src family members, cst-1, have been
microinjected into cells to disrupt the signaling role of Src downstream of

receptor tyrosine kinases such as the platelet-derived growth factor receptor or

the nerve growth factor receptor (Kremer et al., 1991). These antibodies

presumable work by binding to Src or multiple Src family members and

preventing them from interacting with cellular proteins. The same antibodies

might block the function of Src in neuronal membrane traffic.
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We have shown that the SH3 domain of Src is at least partially responsible for

the interaction of Src with proteins involved in neuronal membrane traffic. By

microinjecting bacterially expressed fusion proteins of the Src SH3 domain one

might block its normal function in the same way that microinjection of the SH3

domain of amphiphysin blocked the function of this protein in the nerve

terminal. We could also use other domains of Src such as the Unique or SH2

domain in the microinjection experiments.

There are a number of pharmacologic agents that block the function of tyrosine

kinases (Umezawa, 1995). Some of these agents act on many tyrosine kinases,

and others are specific for the Src family. Treatment of neurons with these

agents prior to the stimulation protocol described above might help us to

determine the role of Src kinase activity in the regulation of membrane traffic.

Finally, using an adenovirus-based vector system (Haase et al., 1997), one could

infect neurons with viruses that direct the expression of a variety of Src

proteins, and assess the effect on neuronal membrane traffic. One could over

express normal Src, a point mutation of Src that results in a loss of kinase

activity, an activated or oncogenic form of Src with constitutive kinase activity,
and a truncation of Src lacking the kinase and regulatory domains. By

examining the effects that these proteins have on response to repetitive

stimulation we might be able to gain a better understanding of the role of Src in

membrane traffic in neurons, and the necessity of the kinase activity or the

presence of the kinase domain for that function.
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We have recently begun a collaboration with the laboratory of Roger Nicoll at

UCSF to perform some of the experiments described above. At this time, we

have performed preliminary experiments with microinjection of the 327

antibody in primary cultured rat hippocampal neurons and repetitive

stimulation. We have no results to report at this time.

Drosophila as a model system to further analyze the function of Src in
neuronal membrane traffic

Drosophila melanogaster expresses homologs of dynamin, the synapsins, and

Src. Flies expressing mutations in dynamin and Drosophila Src (D-Src) exist

(Bishop et al., 1985; Chen et al., 1992; Klagges et al., 1996; Simon et al., 1985).

Antibodies to the fly homologs of the three proteins are available. Therefore,

Drosphophila may serve as a useful model system to further analyze the

interactions between Src and dynamin and Src and the synapsins.

The shibire fly contains a temperature-sensitive mutation in dynamin. Shibire

flies become paralyzed when exposed to the restrictive temperature because of

the inability to recycle synaptic vesicles that have fused with the plasma

membrane in neurons of the neuromuscular junction (Chen et al., 1992; Kelly,

1995). Shibire flies are essentially "stuck" in an otherwise transient step of

neuronal membrane traffic. The shibire fly can be utilized to assess the

interactions between D-Src, dynamin, and the synapsins by means of

biochemical, imaging, and functional approaches.
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As a first step, we would want to know if D-Src in the fly neuron acts similarly

to Src in mammalian neurons. D-Src is expressed at a high level in the fly

central nervous system (Simon et al., 1985). However, the subcellular

localization of D-Src in neurons and its association with dynamin and the

synapsins has not been analyzed. In collaboration with Jack Roos in the

laboratory of Reg Kelly we have shown that D-Src is present in the synaptic

boutons of the neurons involved in forming the synaptic junction in wild-type

flies. By subcellular fractionation we could determine whether D-Src is

concentrated on the synaptic vesicle in the neurons of the fly. By performing

immunoprecipitations similar to the those described in Chapter 4 we could

determine whether D-Src interacts with the Drosophila dynamin and

synapsins.

Using shibire flies isolated at the permissive or restrictive temperature, we could

further analyze the association of Src and dynamin. For example, we could

determine whether the association of D-Src and dynamin is constitutive, or

restricted to a specific functional state of dynamin. We could compare the

subcellular localization of the two proteins at the permissive and restrictive

temperatures by confocal immunofluorescent microscopy.

Finally, we could utilize the advantages of fly genetics to set up a functional

assay for D-Src in neuronal membrane traffic. By mating shibire flies and D-Src

mutant flies we could determine whether the paralytic phenotype of shibire flies

is enhanced, repressed, or unchanged by the absence of Src.
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Further analysis of the interactions between Src, dynamin, and the synapsins

Neurons express three forms of dynamin, dynamin I, II, and III, and are

thought to induce other splice variations of dynamin I with neuronal

differentiation (Urrutia et al., 1997). The different dynamin isoforms have

slightly different carboxy-terminal proline-rich domain, and the splice variants

of dynamin have more changes in the carboxy-terminal portion of the protein.

We have shown that Src interacts with dynamin I and II in PC12 cells, but have

not further analyzed the association of Src with splice variants.

While Src interacts with synapsin Ia and Ib, it apparently does not interact with

the related proteins, synapsin IIa and IIb. The synapsin proteins are very

similar, but the synapsin II proteins do not have the carboxy-terminal proline

rich tail that Src seems to require for its interaction (Greengard et al., 1993).

Differences between the function of the synapsin I proteins and the synapsin II

proteins are not fully understood.

It would be interesting to understand more about the consequences of the

interaction between Src and dynamin and the synapsins. We did not see any
tyrosine phosphorylation of the endogenously expressed dynamin or the

synapsins in PC12 cells. However, it is still possible that the proteins can be

tyrosine phosphorylated by Src. We could phosphorylate dynamin or the

synapsins with v-Src, and then assess the effect of this modification on the

biological function of the proteins. For example, tyrosine phosphorylation of

dynamin may affect its ability to bind to membrane, or its GTPase activity.
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Tyrosine phosphorylation of the synapsins might affect their affinity for actin

or for the synaptic vesicle.

If dynamin or the synapsins are not the substrates of Src, then what are? By

identifying the substrates of Src in the nerve terminal we might be able to gain

insight into the actual mechanism of Src activity in membrane traffic regulation.

Multiple protein complexes containing Src in the neuron

We have shown that Src interacts with dynamin and the synapsins, and that o

adaptin in present in a complex with Src, but we have little information about

the nature of the complex or complexes containing Src in the nerve terminal.

Further biochemical analysis of such complexes and their constituents, either

by column chromatography or by mixing experiments using baculovirus

expressed proteins, might yield useful information.

We have observed an intriguing association between dynamin and the

synapsins that requires further analysis. Is there a single complex containing

Src, dynamin, and the synapsins? Based on most published information about
the localization of dynamin and the synapsins such a complex should not exist.

Dynamin is thought to be present predominantly at the plasma membrane,

while the synapsins are found in an actin cytomatrix (Greengard et al., 1994).

Estes et al. have shown that in shibire flies at the permissive temperature there

is a population of dynamin visible by confocal microscopy in what appears to

be a cluster of synaptic vesicles in the nerve terminal (Estes et al., 1996). This

cluster has not formally been defined as the reserve pool. Nonetheless, these
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observations in Drosophila suggest that there may be an as yet unappreciated

role for dynamin in the reserve pool. As previously mentioned, Roos et al. have

shown that dynamin associates with synaptic vesicles in Drosophila neuronal

fractionations (personal communication-J. Roos), further supporting a

potential role for dynamin at the synaptic vesicle.

If there is an association between dynamin and the synapsins, a number of

questions arise. Do dynamin and the synapsins interact directly? Does the

complex require the presence of Src.: If so, what is the stoichiometry of the

interactions? Src contains one SH3 domain. Can a single SH3 domain interact

with two poly-proline regions, or are there two molecules of Src for one

molecule each of dynamin and the synapsins? Both dynamin and the synapsins

can exist as oligomers, making coiled structures or complex matrices (Hinshaw

and Schmid, 1995; Valtorta et al., 1992; Warnocket al., 1995). Therefore, some

of these questions are difficult to address. We were unable to address these

issues using brain preparations from wild-type and src-/- mice because of

technical difficulties. They might be more easily addressed by expressing

dynamin and the synapsins in a baculovirus expression system and doing

mixing experiments in the presence and absence of Src.

The role of N-Src in the neuron

We have shown that N-Src probably does not interact with dynamin or the

synapsins. We and others who have studied N-Src have failed to find a protein

that is capable of interacting with the N-Src SH3 domain. This observation has

led to the hypothesis that the splice-derived insertion of six amino acids in the
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SH3 domain of N-Src serves to free it from certain cellular interactions so that it

may interact with other neuronal-specific proteins.

To date, it has been difficult to study N-Src separately from Src for a variety of

reasons. Many cell lines that are useful for studying membrane traffic in

neurons, including PC12 cells, do not express N-Src (Brugge, 1993). In

addition, there have been no antibodies available that would recognize N-Src

but not recognize Src. We have generated antiserum to N-Src, and have

expressed the cDNA for N-Src in PC12 cells.

In order to generate antiserum specific to N-Src, we made two different

bacterial fusion proteins containing the six amino acids specific to N-Src. The

first fusion protein, glutathione-S-transferase fused to the six amino acids of N

Src (GST-N-Src), was used to immunize rabbits and obtain antiserum. The

second fusion protein, maltose-binding-protein fused to the six amino acid

insert of N-Src (pMAL-N-Src) was used to screen the rabbit serum, and can be

used to purify the antiserum specific for the six amino acids of N-Src. After

preliminary screening we have confirmed that the rabbits had a strong

immunologic response to the GST-N-Src. This antiserum, once purified, could
be used to analyze the subcellular localization of N-Src in neurons, and perhaps

to look for N-Src-associated proteins.
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Chapter 8 Materials and Methods

This chapter contains information on reagents and protocols used in the work

described in this thesis, for the purpose of reproducing or continuing the

experiments. For common protocols, the reader is referred to published

protocols in texts such as Antibodies (Harlow, 1988), Molecular Biology

(Sambrook, 1989), and Current Protocols (Coligan, 1997). Details about specific

experiments are contained within Chapters 2-5.
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Materials

8.1 Antibodies

¥ntibod ¥nti Host Species S U

GD11 Src I■ lCU1Se UBI -W

EC10 Src I■ lCUSe UBI W

chicken

SrC2 SrC rabbit SC WIP

carboxy tail

N16 Src rabbit SC IF

2-17 Src IIMOUSe Courtneidge IP

327 Src ITUOUSe Brugge WIP

NSrC NSrC rabbit Bishop 7

Fyn■ Fyn rabbit SC

Fyn15 Fyn In OUSe SC

o-Fyn Fyn rabbit Perlmutter

O-Lyn Lyn rabbit DeFranco

2-7 Yes InOUSe Brugge

PLC-y1 PLC-Y1 rabbit UBI W

Grb2 Grb2 IIMOUISC Transduction W

O-SHC SHC rabbit Transduction W

SOS1/2 SOS1/2 rabbit SC W

H68.4 Tfr In OUISe Trowbridge

PK PK rabbit Bishop

4G10 phospho- mouse UBI W

tyrosine

O-GST GST rabbit Bishop W
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o-dynamin

o-dynamin

hudy-1

hudy-3

o-syntaxin
O-SNAP25

SVP-38

100/2

TD-1

100/3

AE1

T957

synapsin■

2072/2074

mAb48

mAbC1 69.1

10H

dynamin
I and II

dynaminII

dynamin■

dynamin

syntaxin

SNAP25

synapto

physin

o-adaptin
clathrin

Y-adaptin

Y-adaptin
rab3a

synapsin■

dynamin

Drosophila

synapto

tagmin

VAMP

SV2

ITUC) USe

In OUISe

IIlouse

InOUSe

rabbit

IIlouse

InOUISe

I■ lCUSe

In OUISC

In OUSe

rabbit

rabbit

rabbit

rabbit

IIMOUSe

I■ lCU1Se

InOUSe

Transduction

Transduction

Schmid

Schmid

Transduction

Transduction

Sigma

Ungewickell

Brodsky

Brodsky

Ungewickell
Sudhof

Biogenesis

Kelly

Reichardt

Jahn

Kelly

W.IP

º IF

:
W
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Notes on antibody list

1. For antibodies that are not available commercially, the last name of principal

investigator from whom it can be obtained is listed. Most addresses are

available from the Bishop, Brodsky, or Kelly labs at UCSF.

2. Abbreviati lf :--

UBI-Upstate Biotechnology Incorporated, SC-Santa Cruz

3. Abbreviations used for proteins: TfR-transferrin receptor, PK-pyruvate

kinase, GST- glutathione-S-transferase

4.Antibody use column; W- Western blot, IF-immunofluorescence, IP

immunoprecipitation, blank- all uses

8.2 Cell lines

Cell li Speci Medi S S

PC12 rat DME-H21 10% horse, 5% newborn Bishop
bovine calf serum

Src6 In OUISe DME-H21 10% fetal calf serum Varmus

Src--3T3 mouse DME-H21 10% fetal calf serum Shalloway
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8.3 Solutions and other reagents

Buffer A- 10mMHepes pH 7.5
150mM NaCl

1mM EGTA

Buffer B- 4mm Tris pH 7.4
137mm NaCl

2m M EDTA

Bud Buffer- 38mm potassium aspartate

38mm gluconic acid

38mM glutamic acid
20mM MOPS

5mm reduced glutathione
5mm sodium carbonate

2.5mM magnesium sulfate
2mm■ EGTA

0.1% BSA

Tartrate Buffer

0.1M potassium tartrate pH 7.3

Resuspension Buffer

10mM glucose
5mm KCl

140mM NaCl

5mm NaHCO3

1mM MgCl2
1.2m.M. Na2HPO4
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20mMHepes pH 7.4

Lysis Buffers -

NP40 Lysis Buffer B

20mM Tris pH 7.4
137mm NaCl

10% glycerol
1% NP40

2mM EDTA

RIPA Buffer

50mM Tris pH 8.0
137mm NaCl

10% glycerol
1% NP40

0.1% SDS

0.5% deoxycholate
2m M EDTA

Protease and Phosphatase Inhibitors- final concentrations

aprotonin 10 microgram/ml

leupeptin 10 microgram/ml

pefabloc.1mM
sodium ortho-vanadate 1mM

Electroporation Buffer
137mm NaCl

5mM KCl

0.7m M. Na2HPO4

6mm Dextrose
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20mMHEPES pH 7.05

Kinase Assay Buffer

20mM Tris pH 7.4

10mMMgCl2
10mM MnOI2

0.1% NP40

Wash Buffers- (Block buffers are made by adding 3% bovine serum albumin or

5% dried milk to the wash buffers below.)

Western Blot

Tris-buffered Saline

0.5% NP40

Overlay- Tris-buffered Saline
0.1% NP40

Differentiation of PC12 cells- final concentrations

nerve growth factor 2.5S (NGF) 100 nanograms/ml

poly-D-lysine hyrdrobromide (PDL) 0.1 mg/ml

mouse collagen IV 10 microgram/ml
PC12 cell immunofluorescence

Wash-phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)

Fix-3% paraformaldehyde in PBS pH 7.4

Reduce-20mM glycine in PBS

Permeabilize-PBS with 0.1% saponin (PBS/saponin)

Block, Dilute, Wash-PBS with 0.1% saponin and 10% goat

serum (PBS/saponin/gs)

Mount-70% glycerol, 5% n-propyl gallate, and
25% PBS
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P
-

f GST fusi inc

Growth-liquid broth (LB)

Induction of expression- 0.2mMIPTG

Lysis-phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) with 1% TritonX-100

Beads-glutathione-agarose beads, 50% slurry in PBS

Elutions- 10mM reduced glutathione in Tris buffer pH8.0
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8.4 DNA constructs

Expression in PC12 cells- LNCX-SrcPK, LNCX-Hck

SrcPK constructs and p59Hck were expressed in PC12 cells from the LCNX

vector (Robbins et al., 1995), either packaged as a retrovirus to infect the cells or

transfected as DNA by electroporation or lipofection.

The PK sequence was derived from the RL18PK8X vector (Kalderon et al.,

1984) and was inserted into the LNCX vector as a fragment with a 5' Bgl

enzyme site and a 3 EcoR1 enzyme site. Portions of Src, based on those used

by Josh Kaplan (Kaplanet al., 1990), were prepared by polymerase chain

reaction (PCR) and were inserted as XhoI-BamhI fragments.

The cDNA of p59Hck was amplified by PCR, flanked by restriction enzyme

sites, and inserted into the polylinker region of the LNCX vector by Robbins et

al (Robbins et al., 1995).

GST and MBP fusion proteins

pGEX and pmal vectors were purchased from Pharmacia. The SH3 domains of

Src and N-Src, and the six amino acid insert of N-Src were generated by PCR

and inserted into the polylinker site of the vector.
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Methods

8.5 Growth and differentiation of PC12 cells

PC12 cells can be fairly difficult to successfully culture and to differentiate.

Below are the conditions we have used to grow, select, and differentiate the

PC12M subclone used in this work (PC12M).

Cell Growth

Medium-previously described

CO2-Cells require greater than 7%, and thrive at close to 10%.

Splitting-Can split using trypsin or scraping. Cells grow very slowly

when sparse, so never split more than 1:4. Cells tend to clump, and should be

pelleted and triturated through a long pasteur pipette once every fifth time

they are split.

Selection- The LNCX vector contains a neomycin-resistance marker.
Transfectants can be selected in G418.

Maximal cell death at 400 micrograms/ml G418
Selection of transfectants at 250-300 micrograms/ml G418

Maintain and grow selected cells at 150 micrograms/ml

Diff iation of PC12 cells

Priming-Treat cells for 48 hours with NGF

Coverslips-Coat 12mm circle coverslips with PDL and collagen IV
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Culture-Split primed cells into 24 well dish containing coated coverslips

and grow in the presence of NGF for up to one week (change medium and add

fresh NGF every 48 hours.)
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8.6 Expression of exogenous proteins in PC12 cells

Retroviral infection-See Bishop lab protocol book.

Electroporation

1. Use approximately 3X107 cells per condition, or a 70% confluent 15cm
plate.

2. Wash cells one time with cold (49 C) electroporation (EP) buffer.

3. Wash cells off of dish with 5 ml cold EP buffer, rinse plate with 5 ml more

buffer and pool the washes.

4. Add DNA to electroporation cuvette (0.4cm), store on ice.

5. Pellet cells at 1000Xg for 5 minutes, resuspend in 800 microliters of EP buffer.

6. Add cells to cuvette and mix with DNA by pipetting.
7. Chill cuvette on ice for ten minutes.

8. Electroporate using Biorad Gene Pulser set at 500microFarad, 280 Volts.
9. Put cuvette back on ice for ten minutes.

10. Replate cells in fresh, 370 medium containing EGF, on one 15cm or two
10cm. PDL-coated dishes.

11. Change medium at 24 hours to get rid of dead cells. (with EGF)
12. Harvest cells at 48 hours if performing a transient assay, or begin selection
for stable clones.

For transient assays: use 30 micrograms supercoiled DNA

For stable expression: use 10-20 micrograms of linearized DNA

Note-Treatment of PC12 cells with a mitogen such as epidermal growth factor

for the first 48 hours after electroporation will increase the efficiency of

transfection by two- to four-fold.
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Lipofection- Follow protocol provided with the lipofection reagent (such

as Gibco and BRL). Plate PC12 cells on PDL-coated culture dishes.

Calcium phosphate transfection - This does not work well in PC12 cells.
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8.7 Preparation of GST-fusion proteins

1. Transform bacteria with pCEX vector.

2. Culture bacteria in liquid broth (LB) at 37° Celsius overnight.

3. Take up to 1ml of overnight culture and dilute into fresh LB,500ml to one
liter.

4. Grow fresh culture for up to 4 hours at 370.

5. Add IPTG to final concentration of 0.2mM to induce expression of GST, grow
at 370 for 2 to 3 hours.

Lysing the l ia

6. Pellet bacteria at 4000Xg for 10 minutes at 49.

7. Resuspend bacteria in 1/20th volume of phosphate-buffered saline with 1%

Triton X-100 and protease inhibitors (PBS-Tx100).

8. Add a pinch of lysozyme and keep on ice for 30 minutes.

9. Sonicate 2 times for 15–30 seconds each, or until suspension looks more

cloudy than before sonication. Use short pulsed of sonication to avoid causing
foam to form.

10. Clear the lysate by spinning at 10,000Xg for 10 minutes at 4°,
11. The lysate can be stored at -800 in aliquots or used immediately.
Purifying the GST-fusi inc -

12. Add glutathione-agarose beads (50% slurry) to the bacterial lysate, using

50microliters/1ml of lysate.

13. Incubate at room temperature on a rocker for up to 10 minutes.

14. Pellet beads in a microcentrifuge and wash 3 times in PBS-Tx100.
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15. To check expression and purification, boil the beads in sample buffer and

run the resulting supernatant on SDS-PAGE gel. Then Western blot with the

GST antiserum or staining the gel with Coomassie.

16. To elute the fusion proteins from the beads, add to 10–50 microliters of

10mM reduced glutathione in Tris pH8.0 and incubate for two minutes at room

temperature. Pellet the beads and keep the supernatant. Repeat, and pool the

supernatants.

17. The eluted fusion proteins can be quantitated by running them on SDS

PAGE and staining with Coomassie. The amount of staining can be compared

to that for a known amount of another protein (such as bovine serum albumin)

also run on the gel.

18. The eluted fusion proteins can be used fresh, or diluted in up to 50%

glycerol and stored at -800 for later use.
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8.8 PC12 cell fractionation by differential centrifugation

1. Use a 79-80% confluent 15cm plate of PC12 cells per condition

(approximately 3-5X107 cells).
2. Wash cells off of plate with cold Buffer A or Buffer B. All steps below done

on ice or at 49 in the centrifuge.

3. Pellet cells, and resuspend each 15cm dish of cells in 1ml of Buffer A or B

with protease and phosphatase inhibitors.

4. Put cells into an EMBL cell cracker using a one ml syringe (no needle). Use a

12 micrometer clearance (body 6.02 and ball-bearing 0.008 micrometers). Push

cells through the cell cracker 12 times to break them open.

5. Collect lysate from cell cracker, and pellet at 1000Xg for 5 minutes to

precipitate nuclei and unbroken cells (P1).

6. Take supernant (S1) and pellet at 27,000Xg for 35 minutes to pellet large

membranes (P2).

7. Take supernatant (S2) and pellet at 100,000Xg for one hour to one hour and

thirty minutes to pellet small vesicles (P3). The P3 fraction represents the

synaptic vesicle fraction. The supernatant of this spin (S3) is cytosol.

For a simple particulate vs. soluble preparation, break the cells as before, and

pellet the nuclei (P1). Then take the S1 and spin it at 100,000Xg for one hour.

The precipitate will contain all membranes (particulate), and the supernatant

will contain cytosolic components (soluble).
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8.9 Mouse brain synaptosome preparation

This protocol was modified from that of Maycox et al. The same protocol was

used for wild-type or src-/- mice. Wild-type mice used include Balb-C females

at 6-8 weeks of age, or B6 males and females age-matched to src-/- mice. The

src-/- mice were taken at weaning (3–4 weeks) or at 6-8 weeks. Either Bud

Buffer, Buffer A, or Buffer B was used. Results did not vary with the use of

different buffers. All steps done on ice or in a 40 centrifuge unless indicated
otherwise.

1. Remove brain from skull, dice into large pieces, and rinse 2-3 times in buffer
to remove blood.

2. Place brains in buffer with protease and phosphatase inhibitors into a 30ml

glass-teflon homogenizer (with 1ml of buffer per brain, maximal 10 brains per

homogenizer). Attach the homogenizer to a drill press and homogenize at

600rpm for 10 strokes.

3. Centrifuge homogenate for 2 minutes at 3000Xg. This centrifugation will

result in a large pellet containing cell bodies of neurons and glia.

4. Recover supernatant and centrifuge for 12 minutes at 15,000Xg. Discard

supernatant.
5. Resuspend pellet in tartrate buffer (0.5ml/brain) then centrifuge for 4

minutes at 5000Xg. This is sufficient to resediment synaptosomes due to the

lower density and viscosity of the tartrate buffer.

6. Carefully resuspend the outer, white part of the pellet (avoiding the red

center which contains mitochondria) in tartrate buffer plus inhibitors.

Centrifuge for 4 minutes at 5000Xg.
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7. Resuspend pellet in resuspension buffer plus inhibitors (0.25ml/brain) and

incubate at 379 for 15 minutes with stirring or rocking. This step rehydrates the

membranes, leaving you with fully sealed synaptosomes that can be used for

functional assay.

8. Dilute the resuspension 1:2 in tartrate buffer plus inhibitors and centrifuge

for 4 minutes at 5000Xg.

Purifyi
-

icles

9. Resuspend the synaptosome pellet in a 1:10 solution of buffer (Bud buffer,

Buffer A, or Buffer B). Place suspension in a 5 ml glass-teflon homogenizer.

Attach homogenizer to drill press and homogenize for 5 strokes at 2000rpm.

This lyses the synaptosomes.

10. Adjust the osmolarity of the lysate by adding 1/10th volume of a 10X stock
solution of the above buffer.

11. Centrifuge the lysate at 27,000Xg for 35 minutes to pellet large membranes.

The remaining supernatant contains synaptic vesicles.

12. Pellet the synaptic vesicle by centrifugation at 100,000Xg for one hour.
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8.10 Antiserum production and purification

PK anti luction

In order to produce antiserum to pyruvate kinase, we purchased purified

chicken muscle pyruvate kinase from Sigma. The purity of the protein was

verified by silver stain, and the protein was sent to CalTag laboratories in

Healdsburg, California for use as an antigen to immunize two rabbits by their

regular protocol.

Testing antiserum-Serum from timed bleeds of the immunized rabbits were

tested for the ability to recognize purified PK from a variety of species, or

endogenous PK from a variety of cell lines by Western blot.

Antiserum pre-absorption- Because of background bands present when the PK

antiserum was used to probe Western blots of PC12 cell lysates, we

preabsorbed the antiserum against vector-containing or untransfected PC12

cells. PC12 cell lysates were resolved on SDS-PAGE and transferred to

nitrocellulose filters. Filters were incubated with a small volume of straight PK

antiserum, or antiserum diluted 1:2 in Western blot wash solution. Incubations

were performed in seal-a-meal bags at volumes of 2-4ml/filter for one hour at

room temperature or overnight at 40 C. The preabsorbed antiserum was then

collected from the seal-a-meal bag and used for Western blot,

immunofluorescence, or immunoprecipitation.
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8.11 Immunofluorescence

1. PC12 cells are differentiated as previously described. (Undifferentiated PC12

cells are very round. It is difficult to visualize any structures in the cell other

than the large nucleus, even with confocal microscopy.)

Steps 2-7 are carried out at room temperature in the 24-well dish in which the
cells have been differentiated.

2. Wash cells 3 times in PBS.

3. Fix cells in 3% paraformaldehyde for 20 minutes at room temperature.
4. Wash cells 3 times in PBS.

5. Wash cells 2 times with PBS-20mM glycine for 5 minutes each.

6. Permeabilize for 20 minutes at room temperature with PBS-0.1% saponin.

(From this step until the cells are rinsed in PBS before mounting saponin must

be present in order for the cells to remain permeabilized.)

7. Block for 2 times 10 minutes each in PBS/saponin/10% goat serum

(PBS/saponin/gs).

Antibody incubation steps can take place in 24 well dishes if antiserum is not
scarce. Otherwise, a large drop (50-100 microliters) of antiserum is placed on

parafilm in a humid chamber, and the coverslip is inverted over it for

incubation. In this case, washes still take place in 24 well dishes. To lift

coverslip off of drop of antibody without shearing the cells, first squirt about

100 microliters of the wash buffer listed below under the coverslip, then lift up

with forceps.
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8. Incubate cells in the primary antibody (diluted in PBS/saponin/gs) for 1
hour at room temperature.

9. Wash 3 times for up to 5 minutes each in PBS/saponin or PBS/saponin/gs.

10. Incubate cells in secondary antibody for 30–45 minutes at room temperature.

(Dilute antibodies as recommended in PBS/saponin/gs. Also, spin-filter to

remove any large particulates.)
11. Wash in same buffer at least 3 times for 5 minutes each.

12. Wash coverslips at least 3 times quickly in PBS.

13. Wash coverslips one at a time in water before mounting them on a slide in 5

microliters of mounting medium. Let the slide sit for at least thirty minutes

before viewing.

14. Optional: Seal the slide with clear nail polish.

Antibody dilutions- (usually 1-10 micrograms/ml, varies with antiserum and

antigen)
N16 1:500

327 1:100

Fyn 1:500

PK 1:1000
SY38 1:500

H68.4 1:500

Secondary antibodies were purchased from Vector laboratories or Jackson

laboratories. Follow the dilution recommendations for the batch purchased.
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8.12 Western blot

1. Resolve proteins of interest on SDS-PAGE and transfer to nitrocellulose as
described elsewhere.

2. Block filter by incubation with 3% bovine serum albumin (BSA) or 5%

powdered milk in Western wash buffer (TBS/0.5% NP40) for one hour at room

temperature.

3. Dilute primary antiserum in block solution as recommended (usually 1-10

micrograms/ml), and incubate with nitrocellulose for one to two hours at room

temperature or overnight at 49. Incubations can be done in a covered plastic

container or in a seal-a-meal bag.
4. Wash filter at least 3 times for at least 5 minutes each in wash buffer in a

plastic container (eg. tupperware box).

5. Incubate filter in secondary antibody-conjugated to horse radish peroxidase

(HRP) diluted as recommended in block solution for 30–45 minutes at room

temperature. (Amersham HRP-conjugated antibodies are used at 1:10,000.)
6. Wash at least 3 times for at least 5 minutes each in wash buffer.

7. Blot filter gently on Whatman paper, and incubate in the ECL

chemiluminescent reaction mix for up to 2 minutes.
8. Blot filter on Whatman paper again and wrap in plastic wrap.

9. Expose to film.
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8.13 Quantitative Western blot

A quantitative Western blot was performed in order to be able to quantify the

relative enrichment of a protein in the synaptic vesicle fraction over that in total

lysate. Details are available in Chapters 2-5.

The Western blot protocol is the same as previously described until step
number 5.

5. Incubate filter in secondary antibody conjugated to 125I diluted in block
buffer for thirty minutes at room temperature. (ICN 125I-conjugated secondary
antibodies can be used at 0.2 microCuries/ml of buffer.)

6. Wash at least three times for at least 5 minutes in Western wash buffer.

7. Blot filter on Wattman paper, wrap in plastic wrap, and expose to

phosphorimager screen. Alternatively, expose to film at -700 with an

intensifying screen.

Note-1231-conjugated antiserum does not containing any volative substance.
Normal precautions for use of isotope should be taken. However, with the

exception of the time spent handling the source vial, no lead shield is necessary.
The amount of radioactivity used in a Western blot is very small. The

secondary antiserum and the first wash should be discarded with liquid 125I
Waste.
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8.14 Overlay or Far Western

This protocol is very similar to that of the Western blot, with one additional

step for the incubation of the filter with GST-fusion proteins added.

Preparation and purification of GST-fusion proteins is described elsewhere.

1. Prepare sample, resolve on SDS-PAGE, and transfer to a nitrocellulose filter.

(The amount of protein needed per lane has to be worked out empirically. We

used 100 micrograms of synaptosome lysate per lane for the overlay assays

described in Chapter 4.)

2. Block filter with 3%BSA or 5% milk in the overlay wash buffer

(TBS/0.1%NP40) for one hour at room temperature.

3. Incubate the filter with purified GST-fusions proteins diluted to 1-5

micrograms/ml in the above block buffer for one hour at room temperature. If

probing strips of the filter with different GST-fusion proteins, be sure to use

equal amounts of each.
4. Wash filter at least 3 times for at least 5 minutes each in wash buffer.

5. Incubate filter with O-GST antiserum diluted 1:10,000 in block buffer for one

hour at room temperature.
6. Wash filter at least 3 times for at least 5 minutes each in wash buffer.

7. Incubate filter with anti-rabbit antibody conjugated to HRP, diluted in block

buffer for 30 minutes at room temperature. (Use Amersham anti-rabbit HRP at

1:10,000.)

8. Wash at least 3 times for at least 5 minutes.

9. Blot the filter on Wattman paper, incubate with ECL reaction mix, and

expose to film as previously described.
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8.15 Immunoprecipitation

The immunoprecipitation protocol described below is similar to published

protocols. However, details are included to help the reader reproduce the

results seen in Chapter 4.

1. Use one 70-80% confluent 15cm dish of PC12 cells for each condition.

2. Wash cells off of the dish with 40 CPBS, an pellet in a 15ml tube.

3. Lyse the cell pellet in 500microliter to 1ml of Lysis buffer B plus protease and

phosphatase inhibitors.

4. Clear the lysate by centrifugation at 100,000Xg for one hour at 40 C.

5. Take the supernatant for immunoprecipitation and place in a 1.5ml

eppendorf tube.

6. Quantitate protein in lysates, and adjust volumes to use equal amount of

protein in each IP.

7. Add primary antiserum to lysate (at concentrations of 1-10micrograms/ml)

and incubate on a rocker at 40 for one hour to overnight. (The 2-17 antibody

primarily used for our IPs was used at approximately 5micrograms/ml.)

8. Add 50microliters of a 50% slurry of Protein-G-Sepharose (Pharmacia).
Incubate on the rocker at 40 for 45 minutes to one hour. (Note, for most of the

antibodies used Protein.A-conjugated beads can also be used. The 327

monoclonal antibody to Src does not bind to Protein A.)

9. Wash the IP by pelleting the beads for 2 minutes in a microcentrifuge on

maximum speed, removing the supernatant, adding 500 microliters of Lysis

buffer B, and mixing. Repeat this 3 times.
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10. Pellet the beads and boil them for 3 minutes in the presence of sample
buffer.

11. Resolve the supernatant on SDS-PAGE as described elsewhere.
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8.16 Immunoprecipitation kinase assay

1. Perform cell lysis and immunoprecipitation as previously described.

2. After washing the beads 2 times in Lysis buffer B, wash the beads one time in

the Kinase assay buffer.

3. Resuspend the beads in the 40 microliters of Kinase assay buffer plus

protease and phosphatase inhibitors.

4. Dilute 1 microliter of crude 32P-Y-ATP (about 67 microCuries) into 10

microliters of Kinase assay buffer.

5. Add the "hot"ATP to the beads, mix gently, and incubate at room

temperature for 25 minutes.

6. Pellet the beads and wash one or two times in Lysis buffer B.

7. Pellet the beads, and boil them in sample buffer.

8. Resolve the sample on SDS-PAGE, fix and stain the gel, and expose it to film

as described elsewhere. (1/4-1/5th of the sample can be used per lane of a gel.)
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8.17 Whole synaptic vesicle or synaptosome kinase assay

1. Prepare synaptosomes or synaptic vesicles as previously described.

2. Lyse synaptosomes or synaptic vesicles in Lysis buffer B plus inhibitors. (Use

fairly small volumes, perhaps 50-100 microliters per sample. Quantitate total

protein in the lysate.)

3. Take a portion of the synaptosome or synaptic vesicle lysate (approximately

50 micrograms of protein) and dilute into Kinase assay buffer to a final volume
of 50 microliters.

4. Dilute 1 microliter of 32P-Y-ATP into 10 microliters of kinase assay buffer.
5. Add "hot"ATP to lysate, and incubate at room temperature for 25 minutes.

6. Add sample buffer and boil.

7. Resolve a portion (1/4-1/5th) of the sample on SDS-PAGE, fix and stain gel,

and expose to film as described elsewhere.
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